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ABSTRACT
This document deals with the behavior of liquids
enclosed in moving tanks under weak gravitational fields.
1
The complete equations of motion of an aerospace vehicle
with partially liquid-filled cavities are derived, and the
gontributions of the Liquid motions to the overall system
J
motion defined.	 The vehicle is slightly disturbed from an
assumed reference state of motion, and the small perturbation
i ' equations of motion derived. 	 The contributions of the small
I liquid motions to the overall perturbation vehicle motion
are defined and isolated. 	 Using boundary layer and pertur-
bation theory, the behavior of a liquid enclosed in a tank
undergoing planar motion is determined. 	 The fundamental
results obtained constitute a first order correction of the
"high-g" theory ( B
0 
= o-) .	 The equations are specialized to
rotationally symmetric vessels, wherein the axis of symmetry
coincides with the vehicle acceleration vector, and then
in	 form	 for digital implementation. 	 Thecast	 a	 suitable
force,8, moments and free boundary displacement are given in
terms of non-dimensional coefficients, which are expressible
r by means of the geometry of the vessel, -properties of the
liquid, contact angle and parameters associated with the
-"hi h	 " ei enoscil'ation problem.g
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INTRODUCTION
Problems concerning the behavior of liquids in moving
tanks under conditions of weightlessness and weak gravita-
tional fields have gained topical importance recently.
Theoretical studies which have appeared in the. open literature
deal mostly with the eigenoscillations of liquids in stationary
containers under somewhat restrictive assumptions.
The main objective of this study is to develop methods
for determining the behavior of liquids enclosed in moving
tanks, such as abound in aerospace vehicle application, under
weak gravitational fields. A further objective is to develop
a digital computer program to calculate the pertinent liquid
parameters in a manner similar to 1
In section 1, certain fundamental results and equations
from classical mechanics are used to derive the general equa-
tions of motion of an aerospace vehicle with a partially
liquid-filled cavity under the influence of a general force
field. The contributions of the liquid motion to the overall
system motion is defined and isolated. Diverse forms of the
equations of motion are presented. The fundamental equations
are specialized to a classical central force field, and the
motion of a v-ehicle in a circularcular orbit discussed.
In section 2., the general equations of motion are
specialized to a reference stag, of motion in the form of
constant linear accelerations and angular velocities. Then,,
the vehicle is slightly disturbed from the known reference
Vi,
state motion and the re,­.Otine perturbation equations of
general vehicle motion obtained. The contributions of the
small liquid motions to the overall perturbation vehicle
motion are defined and isolated. Various simplified but
significant flight conditions and configurations are pre-
sented.
In section 3, assuming that the surface tension isI
small in comparison with the effective mass forces, a method
for determining the behavior of a liquid enclosed iii a tank
is developed for a vehicle undergoing planar motion. The
approach is based on the fundamental work of / 2 / (which is
presented in part herein), and constitutes a first order
correction of the so-called "high-g" theory (B o
 
= 0. Then,
the equations are specialized to rotationally symmetric
tanks, wherein the axis of symmetry coincides with the vehicle
acceleration vector, and cast in a form suitable for digital
implementation.
in section 4, the equations are transformed to agree
with 4 /, which forms the basis of the NASA-MSFC computer
program for the "high--g" problem. The forces, moments and
free boundary displacement are given in terms of non-dimensional
coefficients, which are expressible by means of the geometry,
of the vessel, properties of the liquid, contact angle and
parameters associated with the "high-g" eigenoscillation
problem. The parameters for a right circular cylinder are
^'	 worked out in detail.
V3.1
I.	 ON THE GENTRAL EQUATIONS OF LIQUID-FILLED AEROSPACE
VEHICLE MOTION
It is well known that the forces and moments resulting
from the action of liquid motions on the walls of partially
filled cavities play a major role in stability and control
of launch vehicles. To predict and control.
	 motions of a
vehicle with cavities partially filled with liquid, it is
therefore necessary to identify the contributions of the
liquid motion to the overall system motion. Methods for
determining liquid motions in axisymmetric tanks, connected
mai, , ily with the design of the Saturn vehicle, have been con-
siderably developed /1,3	 Yet, because of the diverse
configv,ratio.-fts and modes of operation of aerospace vehicles,
the applicability of these methods is sometimes questionable.
To put the problems and questions associated with these methods
in their proper perspective, we must examine them in detail.
In most applied problems dealing with the stability and
Fcontrol of motions of a launch vehicle with liquid cavities,
one is interested mainly in the motion of the vehicle; the
motion of the liquids in the cavities is of interest only in
 as it affects that of the vehicle. To be sure, these
two aspects of the single stability and control problem are
interrelated: the motion of the body depends on that of the
liquids and vice versa. It is, therefore, natural to begin
our discussion with the
.
general formulation of the equations
governing the motion of an aerospace vehicle with cavities
partially or completely filled with liquids.
1.1 General Equations Governing the Motion of Launch Vehicles
with Cavities Partially or Completely Filled with Liquid
Llr^opellants
Accordingly, imagi.,ne a free launch veblicle with a simply-
connected cavity partially or completely filled with an ideal,
homogeneous and 'incompressible liquid (propellant).
	 Regarding
the vehicle and the liquid as a single mechanical system, it
is easy to set up its equations of motion in some form. In
general, three vector equations and one scalar equation define
the motion of the system. For a single tank configuration,
these are: a vector equation governing the -translational
motion of, say, the center of mass; a vector equation governing
the rotational motion of the vehicle .bout the center of mass,
f C 	 or about -the geocenter; a vector equation governing the liquid
Motion inside the tank; and a scalar equation describing the
continuity of liquid motion
	 Thus, for example, if the motion
h It	
of the vehicle is specified by the translational velocity T
and angular velocity Uw, the equations of mat ton c  be written 2
9(T +T	 B(T +Td	 0 1
	 0 1)
pp HE	 +	 F + 0 +T 1
In general:, equations governing the control and guidance sys-
tems, engines, propulsion system, etc. also are required.
The inclusion of these equations in our discussion are not
necessary. The theory can be modified readily to include the
effects of draining, propellants / 7/.
2
We assume that 'the motions of both the vehicle and the liquid
are continuous, so that the coordinates of each particle of
the liquid are continuous functions of their initial values
and time.
2
rxwuI
glow 100 -ag
d 8 (T0+T 1 )	 tT0+T1)	 _	 a (` 0+T1)
^. ^..._
	 + w x	 + u x .^	 - N + (N 0 +N1)dt	 d w
	a^,	 a u
d aT4	 _	 ax1;ar —_ + 0) x - = f l - 1 grad (p-po)
dv	 a v 	 P
div V = 0
where T i is the kinetic energy of the body (i-0) and of the
1i aid (-l) , ^',.	 the kinetic ever .
	 densit	 of th'e q'	 =	 ,•	 energy 	 y liquid,
" is the resultant vector of external forces applied to the
system, p is the mass density of the liquid, p(x,y,z,t) is
the liquid pressure, p0 is the constant gas pressure in the }
tank,	 is the vector of body forces per tinit mass acting on
the body (i=0) and on the liquid (i-1), F i is the resultant
} vector of mass forces, N	 is the moment of mass forces,
v(x,y, 7,t) is the velocity of the liquid relative to the tank.
The velocity of the liquid is
( 1.2) 
- 4
_
-drdt
3
The externally applied forces may be functions of the state
variables of the system or preassigned functions of time,
-oriented in any arbitrary fashion with respect to vehicle
body axes. 3
s
4
^
IDifferentiation relative to the moving coordinates is in,di-
'by_.-sated	 d( ... )/dt.
S
^
3
.• « 
	 r	 i	 z	 ^...  
	
^	 it	 ^ 
r

where r r(x,y,z) is the position vector of the liquid rela -
tive to local tank axes, Q is the position vector of the origin
of liquid tank axes relative to vehicle body axes (Fig. 1).
[For each additional tank, a separate vector and scalar equa-
tion is needed, i.e., (1.1 3 ) and (1.14 ).	 Thus, for a single
tank configuration, ten scalar equations determine the follow-
ing ten unknowns: three components of the translational veloc-
ity u, three components of the angular velocity w relative to
inertial space, three components of the liquid velocity v
relative to the vehicle tank, and, finally, the pressure in -
side the liquid enclosed by the tank.
1.2	 Boundary Conditions
The liquid velocity relative to the cavity must satisfy
certain kinematical., conditions, namely, the component normal
to the wetted surface(s) must vanish, and the component normal z
to the free boundary must equal the velocity of the surface
'..•R
normal to itself 5 Thus, if we specify the equation of the
+	 free boundary in the form z 	 ^(x,y,t) - 0, we can write
r
0	 , at E
vn
	
	 (1.3)
t Cos (n,z) , at S 6 7
5
All surfaces are assumed to be piecewise smooth. 	 -
6
^t
7
Equation (1.3), in conjunction with (1.1 4 ) and the divergence
theorem yields the injunction f ^tc'os'(n,z)dS = fit dxdy 	 0,
_S
where Q is the proj ection of S into the x,y-plane.
5
^,	 ',

where xi is the unit vector along the outward drawn normal to
the surface under consideration (see Fig. 2 for notations).
Moreover, the pressure inside the cavity must satisfy a con-
dition of thermodynamic equilibrium at the free boundary,
which means that the discontinuity in pressure at the liquid-
vapor interface is proportional to the product of the surface
tension and twice the mean curvature of the surface Now,
the unit vector along the outward directed normal to S is
n	 ±	 (1.4)
(1+4X+r2)1 2y t
where subscripts x,y here denote partial derivatives, so that r
this condition can be written
*	 rxx(1+Y xY^XY+yY(l +^X>
x
QrcO_	 _	 _p Po	 - _ a div n 
_
-	 cs	
+ 2+2)3/2
;
i
Cl
x	 Y	 (l.5) r
t
Here, the upper sign is taken if the liquid is below the sur-
face z=4, and the lower sign if itis above the surface z=r.
Finally, at points on the dine of intersection of the free
surface and the tank wall (the contour P), the normals to the 4t
E
two surfaces form a constant angle of contact which depends
only on the material of the tank and properties of the liquid.
If the equation of the wall is specified in the form
	 E(x)y,z)
0, this condition can be written
a^► 	 r	 a^ £ 	_	 a E 	2.t 	2	 1/2a z	ax	 8y	 ^ y	 (l+x^y)	 ^gradlcosY $
7
Kf f
i"FI
I I
I','
or alternately,
N
E nS = COSY
	
(1.7)
where nF is the unit vector along the outward drawn normal. to
E and 77S the unit vector along the ou tward directed normal
to S.
We note that condition (1.3 2 ) introduces yet another
variable - the displacement of the free boundary
	
But,
because the physical condition at the liquid-va.por interface
(1.5) also involves	 this variable can be eliminated in
principle.
1.3	 Forces and Torques Resulting From Action of Liquid
If the force resulting from the action of the liquid
motion on the cavity surface Z, and the moment about the
origin of body axes of the forces exerted on the cavity sur-
r
face E are required, we have 'J
9T
•
PdT +	 dT	 0	 K(^) RS+ Wx01	 ^(dt
	 f F, P,	 f
av 	 97
T	 T	 S
DT	 3Td	 1 -jx	 1 ) 	 yr	
:FXn)f+	 +	 , drdt	 —	 1	 aDu	 Du
r
J
+N 
1	
r	
dt	
pdT + f[(T+F)xFj 1 pdT
f	 (T+_) x (d	 I T ,,,	 Ux'T*)]
0 37	 a;7
af K(I)PT+F)xn-1 dS
S
J,
iY
low-
allNMI"
.. (a 
8Tl	
wx ^ 
1. + uxaTl ) + N
	 Q f I (txn)x(R+ ) d dt aw
	
a^	 a u	 I
where F is the unit vector along the outward drawn normal to
S, F is the tangent vector to contour P Formed by the points
of the line of intersection of the surfaces S and E, and T
is the volume of liquid occupying the -tank.
1.4
	
Zrrotational Liquid Motion
The problem can be simplified if the function u  repre-
senting body forces per unit mass acting on the liquid does
not depend explicitly on time and if the motion of the liquid
is irrotational. Thus, curl	 = 0, and the velocity relative
to the tank can be written /3
v = grads - wxC +r)
	
(1.9)
and loads, as is easily seen, to the equa-cions
i
A^	 0,	 throughout T ,	 (1.10) i
into (1 .1 and subsequent application of the Cauchy-Lagrange
integral, given
at + d +
E -jxEj . (T+F) + 2L V 2	 ll jx(T+F)1 2	 c(t)+ ki u + E
tP	 I	 -	 2
where u+ jxU is the acceleration of the origin of body axes.
Thermodynamic equilibrium at the free boundary (1.5) can be
written
	at + u1 + [ a
dE + -jXijj.(T+-) + L V 2 _ 1
	 +	 c(t)
—It	 2	 P
(1.14)
at z=4.
Thus, for a single tank configu_v tion, the number of
variables are reduced to seven: three components of the
translational velocity 	 three 	 -9 the %,L	 ICA %_ WAILe%a	 angular
velocity w, and the scalar potential
	 The scalar potential
is harmonic throughout the volume -r (1.10) and satisfies in-
homogeneous Neumann conditions at the tank wall E (1.111 )- and
a mixed condition at the liquid-vapor interface (1.11 2 )
	
if
the cavity is completely filled ', boundary conditions (1.11)
with ^ = O may be satisfied by writing..
where •(Stokes' potential) is a vector whose components along
the Cartesian axes are solutions of the Laplace equation
(1.10) and satisfy boundary conditions,
10
r,
an ^
at E+S
	
C1. 16)
so that T depends solely on the shape of the cavity and not
on its motion /a /. The equation for the pressure in the
liquid takes the ,form
p p 
+	 + ul + Edt + wxul ( ^,+r)	 2^wx(Z+ )^` - c( ),
P (1.17) "a
i!
k	
f
i
1.5 Diverse Forms of. the Equations of Motion
To facilitate further discussion, we examine more fa-
miliar forms of the genc;ral equations (1.1) et seq. Accord-
ingly, the kinetic energy of the body and of the liquid can
be written
9T0 9Tq2T0	 -^ Ou +	 yw-	 u^+wxr^^ dm
q u	 aw
(1.18)
F_
et
r
where Kr is the instantaneous position of the mans center of
the vehicle relative to a system of stationary coordinate
axes, r► ,.= is the instantaneous position of the mass center
relative to the system of axes rigidly attached to the
vehicle (Fig. 3) , M is the mass of the vehicle with liquid,
M =f dm +r p d T, Mz^ = = f P dm + (R+r,) pdT, F0 = FO dm,J
T
F 	 I pd'r, N0 - f (PXF0 din, 91	 C ( + )xfl 1 pdT,
T	 (1.20)
u- K = - r,, c1u+ X	 R, -r,,
I is the inertia dyadic of the body with liquid and, there-
fore, is a point function of the mass elements and associated
position vectors of the body and the liquid. I can be 	 j
written in partitioned form
I	 Z +' T - MT	 ,	 (1.21)0	 1_
where 8 
f[j—jj2E
	 r' ^r^^ u
r
Il f[IT+FI 2  	 pdT ,	 (1.22)
T r
The indefinite or dyadic product is defined by a;b.
13
z< 1 , {+	 ^	 a	 1 i
III
if 
1.1 119 = I r* E «. r ;F iii
	 (B is the idemfactor) .
10 is the momental dyadic of the solid whose components have
constant values when referred to the system of moving co-
ordinates, I  is the m,omental dyadic of the liquid whose
components are functions of the form of the liquid inside
the cavity, and I* is the inertia tensor whose components
are functions of the instantaneous position of the center
of mass relative to the body axes.
Note that if v=0 2 F ; 0, expression (1.19 ) reduces to
the classical Euler equation for general rigid body motion,
as it should Clearly, (1.19 2 ) represents the rotational,
equation of motion of the vehicle with liquid about its
center of mass_. To writs: the rotational, equation of motion
of the vehicle about the origin of the stationary system of
coordinate axes, we note -that the system kinetic energy
T = Tn+TI and angular momentum D about: the origin of the
stationary coordinate axes can be expressed as
kt
^I
jia
T	 T I + 91-i a4
(1.24)
dR
M CRyC 
x d 3 fPdTT
i
(P is the relative angular momentum about the origin of -the
stationary coordinate axes), so that from the fundamental
equation of motion for the total angular momentum
I • `w + iax(I • `w) + M(R xR a ) ' J C(Q +r--r;> x (! + 2wxv)7 pdT
T
r (K.•.-r,.+r- )x^' ^ 
+ f 
C (R,. - r... +r' )xf^^ dm + f C (R.,._r,. +Q+r)x^l^ pdT)
..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 :..
J
T	 (1..25)
which may be deduced equally well, fr om (1.19) and (1.20). If
the equation of rotational motion about -the origin of the body
axes is required, we have
(1 0 +11) • w + WX1(I O +I I ) • w] + M(r xR0 ) + f C(R,+r)x '(d + 27x ;7)] pd T _	 '''
I 0 • w + wx(T O •w) + M(F,.XK) f {atgrad^+w^xgrad^)] pdTT
N + (N +N ?
0	 1 (1.28)
The Forces and moments resulting from the action of the is
liquid motion on -the cavity surface E	 (1.8) can be rewritten
5
F	 -01 + 2:wxv +	 X( + )
f l dfi
T,,
-	
wx[ TX ("k +r) ]
	
pdT	 -}}
1
M R
10
+f	
^£1 pd T - of RS , (1.29)
T	 S F
N,01 -	 xl w + UX(T 1 	R0 x J (Q+r) pdT
T`
+ f C(Q +x') x ( dt + 2wxv)1 pdT	 +fC(T+r)xf 1 ] pdT_
T TQ f K C ( T+r)xn] d  .
S
1.6	 Vehicle Motion in an Inverse Square Law Field
F n"
u	
The equations of the vehicle with liquid in an inverse'
square law field admit, under certain conditions, a first
integral which will prove to be useful in control and sta-
_	 bilit	 investi ations.y	 g
Now, in a classical inverse square law field, (1.191)
3
and (1.25) take the forms
p
}
i
16
i
I
T • w + wx(I • w) + M(R,xR:) + C(Q+ -a^ ) x ( dt +f 2wxv)a p d T -
T
}itv N + ( R a - r., ) x F7Z	 s^ i
t.'
n
where
I
kE	 I
r
l	 3	 0	 3l	 a	 a1	 0 (1,31)
I
while the rotational equation about the center
_ q of mass becomes
T • w + wx(I-
	 ) + f C (k+r-rx (!v + 2wxv)] pdT* ) = N - r,,xF
.. ..
T x
x(F 0+F1) (1.32)
E
b
t
If we specify that the body is isolated from applied
forces. F=0 1
 ` or if the moment of applied :Pokes about the
i
ur
origin of the system of stationary coordinate axes vanishes,
N+(R -r )xF - 0 1 the angular momentum 17 about the origin or
li the stationary coordinate axes is conserved
G D - I • w + M(R xR ; ) +	 T+ F.	 )xva p d T - c	 , (1.33)
T
and the kinetic-; energy takes the form
T -	 T ►'	 +	 w . (c	 - 2I' • w)	 , (1.3 4)
3
^ which follows from (1.23) and (1.24).	 c is a constant vector
fixed in space.
17
i
I
9:
L
r
r.
z`
Now, the position of the vehicle and -the liquid relative
to the stationary system of coordinate axes O'x'y l z' can be
defined by the Lagrangian coordinates of the body q j Q 1, 2 ,
....n<6) and relative x,y,z coordinates of the liquid, which
are infinite in number 9 . Thus, because the mass forces
occurring in (1.30 1 ) and (1.32) are functions of the Lagrangian
coordinates of the vehicle and form of the liquid inside the
cavity, the trajectory of the mass center (in the absence of
applied forces) depends on the attitude and motion of the
vehicle relative to the mass center.
1.7	 Uniform Steady-- State Rotation About Geocenter
If the applied forces and constraints are such that the
vehicle with liquid performs a uniform steady-state rotation
w 0
 as a single rigid body about a stationary axis v through
the geocenter (circular orbit), the system is in equilibrium
relative to the moving coordinate axes, and (1.1 l ) (1.12)
can be written
(T3+T1)
w x	 F + (F0+Fl)
IF
{^a
au (1.35) .r;,3
1. a(T^+Tl) ..	 a(T0+Tl)W 
	 +u x	 --= N+ OT+Nl
a au
8.^
9
x
ry In general, when no assumptions are made on the motion of
the liquid inq the cavity othery than the natural assumptionsp e
of continuity and compactness, the state of the system is
described by an infinite number of variables.
f
,r
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3
where
du 0
dt dw = 0 v _ 0 , u = X( ^r ,C )dt (1.36)
Combining (1.35 1 ) and (1.35 2 ) gives
')(T 	 _	 a (.T 0 +T 1 )	 a (T0
+T1 )
wx	 + u x	 +
	
x w x	 0
aw	 au	 au
(1.37)
for the rotational motion of the system Now, (1_.37) is
equivalent to the vector equation
w x I I- j + MCY..x(wx1...)I I = 0
that is
	
I
,	 t
I -W + MCr x(wxK )a
	
c	 (1.38
E	 where c is a constant Nrrotor fixed in space. Equation (1.38) g
can be deduced equally well from (1.33) with 7- O. Expression
(1.351) is equivalent to the vector equation
MCwx(wxR.,.? = F + (F+F1 )	 (1.39)
i
which, when combined with (1.38) yields'i
F
Cvx(vx7* J 2
M	 _ 2	 c0	 F + (F 0 +Fl)	 (1.40)
Svv
for the Lagrangian coordinates of the vehicle relative to the
mass center in steady-state motion, where
19
C v^	 _ w^	 w	 c0	 0	 0 r	 0	 vv
(1.41),^.
t
., Ivv _ Mv•C^:cx(•vxR^)^ + v • I • v E3''x•
^r
L
T	 is the moment of inertia o f the system about the axis v.VV }i Now v-0 throughout the volume of the liquid T O and from 'a
(1.3 2 ) t =0, so that the free boundary displacement can be
written
4 - - h 0 + h(x,y)
	 , (1.42)
where h	 is a constant.
	 Furthermore, from (1.9), {
0
grads - jx(k+F)	 , (1, +3
,q
so that, analogous to (1.15) et seq., we can write
e.
it
= w • (1.44)
with
AT	 0	 ,	 throughout TO
(1.45)
a
—n = C (k+F)xnl	 ,	 at z+50
The equation for the pressure in the liquid is obtained from
j
(1.13),	 noting (1.42),
	
(1,44)	 and w-05
p P	
+ u
	 +	 (,wxu)•(R,+F)
	 - 1 (wx(R,+r) ^ 2	 = 0 (1..46)P	 1.	 2
a
20
which gives
u l 	(w+	 xu)-('+r)
	 2 wx^ (T+r)1 2 + p K(h)	 0	 ,	 (1.47)
at z	 h0 + h(x,y) , for the determination of the liquid-
vapor interface (1.42), if the liquid does not fill the cavity
completely. With	 wov, (1. 47 ) assumes the form
w 2 E ( +F) • (7x[7X(K... _F.,. 
 ) j ) - 1 1 x(Q +r) 1 2 + u + Cr K (h)
 
= 0
(1.48)
at z = - h o + h(x,y).- The boundary condition for (1.47)	 or
(1.48) is provided by specifying the edge angle on contour
r 0 , condition (1 7), where the free surface touches the wall.
i	 Constant h 0 can be found by noting that the liquid volume is
constant.
For a fixed value of the area parameter c 0 and equations xt
of constraint (1.40) and (1.4 8) determine the coordinatesy	 x
of the vehicle and the form of -the free surface _ of the liquid
in uniform steady-state rotation (circular orbit).
We now proceed to develop the small perturbation equations
s
of motion of a space vehicle with liquid.
2.	 SMALL-PERTURBATION EQUATIONS OF LIQUID-FILLED AEROSPACE
VEHICLE MOTION
The equations that govern the motion of the vehicle with
liquid-filled tanks are non-linear, and do not admit general,
exact solutions. Nevertheless, it is sometimespossible to
obtain or approximate particular solutions, such as steady-
state motion in a circular orbit derived previously. Then,
^u
21'
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if the system is assurred to be slightly disturbed front
known condition, the resulting small motion of deviation
will be given by a set of linear differential equations.
The usual nethod of construction of the equations of devia-
tion is, briefly, as follows. Let the complete non-linear
equations of motion of the vehicle with liquid be written
for two states of motion: reference and disturbed. The
reference or 'undisturbed' state describes the path of the
center of mass, attitude of the vehicle, and the form of the
10
shape of the free surface of the liquid 	 The disturbed
state describes -the actual motion of the system, and con-
sists of the reference motion plus small deviant motions
therefrom. The difference between the equations of motion
of the disturbed and reference states, upon neglecting all
terms involving products of the deviant quantities or their
derivatives, yields the equations of deviation.
The reference state of motion embodying the particular
attitude that we wish the vehicle to have is, in general,
one of non-uniformity. An approximation is made here, in the
10
Vehicle attitude control implies the existence at some
time of reference axes embodying the particular attitude
that we wish the veh-icle to have. Clearly, if there were
no such ideal attitude, we could allow the attitude to be
that resulting from the action of the laws of motion,
obviating the need for attitude control.
22
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form of uniform linear and, constant angular velocities
With the foregoing approximations to the actual reference
state of motion, and assuming further no velocity of liquid
relative to the -tank in -the reference state of motion, we
have
R
* 
= a,	 02
	 v	 0,	 (2.1)
-2.1	 Reference State of Motion
As a first step in the development of the small deviant
equations of deviant motion, the general equations of motion
are specialized to the reference state of motion. Applying
(2.1) to (1.19),
MR* = F +
01	 R. 	 (constant),
(2.2)
"aa .-W) + Ma7," X-Rd = ff + (N O
 
+9
1
which states that the system is in equilibrium relative to
the moving coordinates attached to the body. Now, from (2.1)
v =
-O throughout the volume of the liquid Tand from (1.3
0	 2
^'=O, so that the free boundary displacement can be written't
It is reasoned that for many practical. problems involving
alignment of reference axes with the local earth vertical,
the line of sight to another vehicle or satellite, etc.,
reference axes linear accelerations and angular velocities
will not vary appreciably during several 'cycles of short-
period closed-loop attitude motion. Moreover, this approx-
imation does not rule out rapid attitude changes due to
commands.
23
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4	 - h 0 + h(x ) y)	 (2.3)
where h0 is a constant Furthermore from, (2.1) and (1.9),
I	 grad ^ = wx ( T+F)	 (2.4 )
I
	 so that analogous to (1.15) et seq., we can write
w•,',	 (2.5)
withI	
Q $ 	 0	 , throughout01.	 (2.a)
a n	 C(R+F )xn3	 at E+So
The equation for the pressure in the liquid is obtained from
(1.13), noting (2.1.), (2.3) and (2.5)2
P P 
	
l -- -- — 2	 _.
P	 l	 2
which gives
ul + (R;; -r ) • (Q+r)	 2 ^ax(Q +r)
1
2 + p K(h)	 0	 (2.8)
Mrf :	 at z = -h 0 +h, for the determination of the liquid-vapor
interface (2 .3) if the liquid does not fill, the cavity j.
completely. The boundary condition for (2.8) is provided
K	 .,
by specifying -the edge- angle on contour r 0 , where 'the su;L:,
face -touches the wall, 	 #
d
2'
,
Rn, 'n
	
=° cosy	 . (2.9)
The constant h 
	
can be found by noting the volume of liquid
is constant.
If the attitude of 'the vehicle is prescribed, then
(2.2) and (2.8) define the foi ce system and form of the
Liquid necessary to maintain that attitude.	 On the other
hand, if the force system is prescribed, the same equations
determine the resulting orientation of the vehicle and form
of the liquid in the tank.
2.2
	 Perturbation Equations
In the reference state of motion defined by (2.1) 5 the
vehicle with a liquid-filled cavity can be associated with a
certain solid vehicle, which we call transformed, consisting
of the given vehicle and the frozen liquid with free surface
(2-8).	 Let us Find the small deviant motion of the brans--
formed vehicle in passing from a position corresponding to J
I	
+ ^4: 2	•	 (2-10)
where 6 1 deno"Ces the increment when the whole system is dis-
p3t.,Aced to the pertur')ed position as a single rigid body, and
6 2 is the increment due to subsequent deformation of the
free surface of the liquid into -the surface (1.14).
Let us denote by Q the region of the xy -plane bounded
by the projection of a closed curve representing the locus
of the intersection points of the surface {2.3) with the
cavity walls E. Then, in the first approximation, we have
f	 pdr zt: ffdxdy f 
h-h 0 +TJ	
pdz,
T T 
0	 Q	 h-h 0
(2,11)
f p dr _— ffp n dxdy
T -T 0
	
Q
the latter expression resulting from the incompressibility
of the liquid, where T, is the unperturbed liquid volume.
U
By definition
•	 dr,. 	 . f pdT
T
with the result that,
z	 as	 1 :,	 2
(2.15)
d lr -wxr P 	 S 2 r - M	 67 pdT + wxar
TO
where, to the same order of accuracy,
d v graUS - d wx (T+r) ,
(2.16)
t
I
for the perturbation velocity of the liquid relative to the
cavity. Here T and ^ satisfy	
}
respectively, Note that terms involving products of the
deviant quantities 87, Sr * , dv, n, ^ or their derivatives
were neglected in the derivation of (2.15,16,17,18).
On the free surface z = -h 0+h+n , we have for arky
function
^x
q(x,y,z,t) = q(x ^y ^ h-ho,t ) +	 n + •••	 ,
•	 _ I h-h 0
so that, in the first approximation,
6(P-PO) = a l(P-PO) + 62(P-PO)
S (p-p )	 - p C au l + R . Dr - C ilX (T+r)1 • (^,xar)In- p2	 0	 a 	 0 az	 8z	 t
But, from (1.5) S (p-p o) 	 o S K , and it follow
(2.19)
(2,20)
for the increment of pressure, where
S l (P-Pp) 	 P[6w ^+6xo•( e+r)— Cwx( +r >a • C^wx( + ) +Slid]
(2.21)
+ 6W.• + 6R0 •(Q+T )	 Slut
^t.
(2.22)
..
_.	 --C aul + x •a-r ^`Cwx(Q^+^)]•(wx^r)^rt + `^ 6,= 0
azaz	 o a z	 P
at z = -ho +'h, for thermodynamic equilibrium at the free sur -
face of the Liquid, where
radn	 (grad n) •(gradh)6K	 ± div	
"-   
	
gradh , (2023)2 1 2
Cl+(gradh) j	 Cl+( gradh) 2 j 3 / 2 ,
2
.4
?k	 ^
L4_
j,
jand the gradient is with respect to x,y. Recall. that
dTR	 R.
..	 ..
whence
6R0 	 =	 6R t,.. 	 6r..: a dd: + 6Wxu + wx6U
K
f6
7
 +8r. 2 wx6 ;) pd T + S wxr	 + 67IX ( —xr;,) (2.25)M	 at E}.
Expressions
	
(2.24) and	 (2.25), in conjunction with the trans-
lational equations of the mass center, can be used to obtain
other forms of (2.22). The increment 6 1 u 1 occurring in	 (2.22)
depends on the force field; for example, if the field is con-
stant,
	 Elul -	 0.
The equation of deviant motion of the center of mass of
w
3	
xr
The increments of the applied forces U may be functions of
the deviant state of the vehicle or preassigned functions of
time. The increments 6 1 F 0 and 6 1F, depend on the force field;
for example, in an inverse square law field defined in (1.31),
we have
	
0	 a— 0 0 6 a 0
0	 k	 3	 3	 5	 TO
0	 0L	 j
(2.28)
	
6 a 1	 (71.6a6 f	 k	 31	 3
Ot
6a 0 	 sal 	 6R 0 
	
6
;t
Similarly, from (1.19 2 ) the equation of deviant rota-
tional motion of the vehicle with liquid can be writ-ten
1 . 6i + jx(61-W—)+7x(i.aW—)+6jx(1.w—)+M[(6F.,.XR )+(T,.,,x6R
14(2.29)
+ f [(T4--r-r­.,,)xd 6V + 27x67)]PdT	 61T + 6 (IT +ITDt	 0 1
TO
where
6N	 r.x 6 Yr .
6 
N	 f F f x6jo dm0
h-Ih 0 +n
6N 1 f [(T+F)x6 lFl ] pdT + f dxdyf	 [(T+F)xf- 1pdz
0	 Q	 h-ho (2.30)
30
J_
az =	 dxdy,a2l1
	
MS 2z^,' S r1 w ffC( +r) ^^Q+r>;(R*r) tp 
R
52	 -=,,, - i ff Cr... • (k+r)E-r,,,; (,+r)^( Q +r) ;r...np dxdy_
	
	 ..	 .,
Q
In some investigations, it is convenient to write (2.27) and
(2. 30) in the form
MSt O 	/ (atV + 2wx6v)pdT - M(Swxr,,.) ^MSwr,(wxr,,)-'Mw^:(Swxr,.)
.,
TO
Mwx(wxSr.•.) + SF + S (ro+Fl)
(2.31)
(IG+I1 ) • Sca+SwxC (I O ±I I ) wj+wxC(i 0 +I 1 ) • 6w1+wx(6I 1 • W) +
ML(r,;x6 )+(Sr,rxR0)] + J C(Q+r)x(aty + 2wx67) Jp dT 	 0+ SOT 0+N1).
TO
Thus, to determine the small motion of deviation of the
vehicle, we have the following: a perturbation vector equation
overnin the translat"ional motion of t11e center of masg	 g
(2.26);_ a perturbation vector equation governing the rota- 	 t
tional motion of the vehicle (2.29); a scalar Laplace equa-
tion expressing continuity (2.180.	 The potential 4) associ-
ated with (2_.181) satisfies vanishing Neumann conditions on
^:
W the wetted walls of the vessel E (2.18 ) and an inhomogeneous
2
Neumann condition involving the perturbation free boundary
displacement
	 at the reference free sur face (2 .18 ) .	 Thermo-P	 n	 3
I
dynamic equ:*Uibrium at the free boundary - (2,22) furnishes the, 	 ?
r
Z
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r
  
wR
'.	
.	
.arms^^s,^rlP.s3a'At 
Ilast link between the scalar potential ^, free surface dis-
placement n, and the remaining variables of the problem.
Finally, with (1.7) the perturbation contact angle require-
ment can be written
Ii w
n -Sn SE +	 6n 	 •n	 0,S at	 PA ) (2.82)
0 0
which, in many significant applications, can be approximated
by
0 ) at
	
P 0 . (2.33)
an
Condition (2.33)	 is valid only if (1) the vessel wall close
to the free surface is vertical,	 i.e., the outward normal to
the plane contour r in the xy-plane is equal to the outward
71
normal to the wall; in this case h is a single-valued function
of x,y and the liquid is everywhere below the free surface;
(2) the angle of contact is constant, y = const.;	 (3)	 Dh/ar	 o,
i.e.,	 h is everywhere close to P; with this P 0 is a plane
contour, and its projection on the xy-plane is the same as r.
The last assumption holds if 	 (a) the wall close to F is a
circular cylinder (in -this case the vessel need not be rota--
tionally symmetric);	 (b) the wall close to r is a plane; and
(c)	 Y	 = 7r/2 whatever the vessel.	 To be consistent with these
assumpt:.'4ons, we must take the upper sign in expression O.M).
To continue, given initial conditions and externally
applied forces, the Lagrangian coordinates of the vehicle,
32
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free surface displacement n, and potential ^ can all be
detey,mined in principle. Moreover, if the potential
and free surface displacement can be expanded in Fourier
series and this is possible in many significant appli-
cations - then we obtain 2n+6 second order ordinary dif -
ferential equations for the determination of the Lagrangian
coordinates of the vehicle, liquid velocity, and free surface
displacement. With these known, the perturbation forces
and moments resulting from the action of the liquid motion
on the cavity can be computed from
—-- —	 — —	
_	 _
F01
	
f ^t + 2wxSv+ Swx(Q+r)+ wxCdwx(k+r)] +SwxCwx(R +r)] pd,
O
ff wxCwx(T+r)1 np dxdy-M l_8 U
	
	
f 6F 1R +	 pdTJ
Q 1 TO
h--ho+n
+ ff dxdy f	 fl' pdz
v	 n	 h-h0
CFS K ` rad z-h+	 d d + a	 rad dxdff g ( h) x y	 ff ►gi g n Y
Q	 Q (2.34)	 {
NOl = - I 1 • Sup +Swx( I1 • w)+c^x(L1 • Sw)+wx{SIl•W)- J CSR^x(R+-r)Ipdr
,i 0
	
'
ff CR x(Q +r)I npdx;dy +	 C(Q+F)X (
aSv 
+ 2wx67)1pdT
o	 at r
4 0	
h-ho+n i
+ f C(R+r)xSF I p d'c + ffdxdyf 	L(T+r)XF,Ipdz ,
-it.T 0	 4	 h 0_
a ff6 K[(T+i7)xgrad(z-h+h
 ) dxdy^
G	
'Q
is
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1
or
+ a f KC(T+F)xgradn] dxdy.
Q
Thus far, we have given a brief account of certain
fundamental results from classical mechanics and hydrodynamics
necessary to describe the motion of aerospace vehicles with
partially liquid-filled tanks under rather general conditions.
The basic equations derived were specialized -to a reference
state of motion in the form of constant linear and angular
velocities. The vehicle then was slightly disturbed from the
)reference state of motion and the resulting small motion of T
deviation obtained. The perturbation motion is described by
a set of linear integro-differential equations 'whose coefficients
are functions of the reference orientation of the vehicle and
form of the liquid free surface. These equations differ
markedly from those used in previous aerospace vehicle dynamic
and attitude control system studies. Many additional terms
(of the same order of magnitude as these identified elsewhere
and heretofore neglected) are retained in our, equations. More-
over, the equations account for the (.omplete motion of the
vehicle with liquid, and therefore provide a sound theoretical
basis for general investigations of stability and attitude
control of liquid-filled aerospace vehicles and satellites.
For certain flight situations,, the perturbation equations can
be simplified considerably.
34
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2 3 Simplified Flight Conditions
Suppose that, in the reference state of motion, w ^ 0
then, we have
MR, = F + C yr O+Rl)
(2.35)
M(r,..xR .)	 N + (IT D+Nl ) ,
for the force and torque balance of the vehicle. The form of
the shape of the free surface is determined from
ul + (R -r,) • CQ+r) +	 K(h) = 0 ,	 (2.36)
at z = h 0 +hz subject to contact angle requirement
n.
• ns
p
= cos y ( 2.37)
. Cons-idering a slight perturbation from the referencei
state of motion gives
!
MaR	 - s	 + 6( y +F1 )	 , s	 ,{0
w I. 6 	 +
,..,
MC (6r xR 	 )+ Cr x6 R^,)] G(k+r-r ) xat^	 Rdf (2.38);
T0
aN + 6 (NO+Nl)
^; y
for the determination of the deviant translational and rota-
tional motion of the system. On the other hand, we can express
(2.38) as
z
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M..6R 0 	
M+	 aw%ro.)	
t 
pdT = 6T + 6(F0 +Tj)#10	 f a
T O
(1 +1	 7+M[(F...x6K )+CdF.,XK )] +
	
0 1	
00	
0	
4V 0
	
fC +r+)xa
T 
o
(2.39)
617 + a OTO +N1 )  .
Thermodynamic equilibrium at the free boundary requires
au
^ t+6w-^+6R +	 dCr+	 r,	 0 )	 (2.40)0	 1u 1 ^—z + Ro az	 p
at z = -h 
0 +h, wher,^
(2.41)
and	 are determined from (2-17) and (2.18). The deviant
forces and moments resulting from the action of the liquid
motion on the cavity are given by
a 67
67 01 	 f [at I + 6 ^T%,(T+F)JpdT -M 1 6R 0 + f 6T- 1 pdT
h;-h + r)	 0
0f f dxdy
	 f1 pdz a ff6  grad (z-h4 ,h,) dxdyf
Q	 h-h 0
+ a ff K gradn dxdy,
(2.42)
6N	 ^ Idw - 	 16R x(T+F)IpdT01 	 0
	 ff 
ER X(T+F)ln dxdy
0f
T 0 	 Q
C(T+F)X
at
v pdTj+ f E(T+F)x6Fl]pdT +
T O 	 T0
tY
36

h-h,+nffdxd f
Q	 h-ho
Cr ff 	 z-6K [ ( —t+F) xgrad(h+h )J dxdy0
K [(r+F)xgradn] dxdy+ ff
Q
Clearly, (2.35-42) can be used in many flight situations
wherein the angular rates are slowly var,N, Y .,,k,,ng functions of time.
For example, suppose that, in the reference state of motion,
the vehicle is constrained to move vertically upwards without
rotation in a uniformgravitational field, Fig. 4. Then, we
have,
F, FO	 Ul
OT +R-j )	 M	 xy) I	 6(F +F
	
05	 6(9 +90	 0 1
	 0 1
	
9
e)
43D
ff n p dxdyM
Q
^ t; r the force and torque balance of the vehicle. 	 The form
of the shape of the free surface is determined from
(a+g)]eb •
 (R+r) + p K(h)	 = 0	 , (2.45)
at z = -h0 +h , which follows from (2 .36) .	 The deviant trans-
lationa	 and rotational equations of motion of the vehicle
I
are
MSR,	 = SR _	 SF.
{
l;
7
m
 [!%x(T+r)Jij p dxdy + M(i7" x6—* ) +I•Sw - (a+g)	 f R (2,46)
4
C (Q+r-x',.. )x a 173 pd •r 	 =	 C1	 z	 a . xa F .)	 ,
Tp
which follows from (2. 38) .	 Alternately, from (2.30) we can
write
MSR+ M(S;axr,,,)	 +o	
.R
/'	 Sv pdx
	
SF
a,/
=	 L.i SF . _.
(TO+I1)•Sw^-(a+g) ff Ckbx(R+r)3n p dxdy + Mr,.xSR O )	 (2.47)
Q
r
+	 C(T+r)XBSvf pd'r	 =	 SN =	 L.^ Cr .xSF.)a 3
{ n o
Finally, from (2.40) we get
i +S	 • T +aR	 •(Q+r)t	 0 +(a+g)(k	 • k )nb	 t +	 S	 = 0,	 (2.48)p..
at z ` _ -h 0 +h, for thermodynamic equilibrium at the free
boundary.
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The equations defined in (2.47) can be written
M 0 + Swx( 
fF 
I dm  + f (VxT)pdT) +	 (6w•v)Tpdr +J
T O
	  
ff r ntt p dxdy = & F
Q	 (2.49)
T +x •dw + M(r,x R - a+ )
	
k	 a	 dxdy( p )	 ::	 0 ) ( g ff C bx(Qxr ) n p	 Y
Q
ff*ntt p dxdy - 67
^..	
Q
whicri follows from ( 2,41), (2-17),  (2 .18) and the divergence
theorem, where, if we specify T - O x a ^ y 2 ^ z)	 Vii'
=i J	 f V i-V^7 
Pdr	 (2.50)
Tp
Similarly, the deviant forces and moments ( 2.42) can be
I
t
^s
i
I
F"`
r
!	
	
SK[(T+r)xgrad(z-h+h0)Idxdyl .
Q
Consider a vehicle which is constrained to move in the
y,z plane, as indicated in Fig. S. Moreover, assume that
k
k
t
C 
b Jb I b)	 (' 	 R = Rkb,
with the result that, in the reference state,
F  = M(a+g), F  = 0, F  = 0, N  = 0 3 N  = 0, N 
	 0
(a.+g)(k-h0+h) + P K(h)
	
0, z =
	 h0 + h
ib , S ibib f (v ^ ) 2 p d ^r , _ ibib J
Ir 0
where	 is to be determined from
A¢	 0 ,	 throughout T.0
un	
yc^os(n,z) - (k+z)cos(n,y) , at E
(2.52)
(2.53)
(2.54)	
1-
114.
ilt
ti
rlqlq
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MOR0
 ) z + 0 ( y' dm +	 ypdT) + ff (h-h O ) ntt p dxdy S z
TO	 Q	 (2,55)
CI 0 +,T)0 + (6k 0 ) Z ( fy'dm + r	 y JypdT) - (SR O ) (
r
z'dm +
TO
(k+z)pdT) + (a+g) ffy n p dxdy +
T	 Q
ff.-t n tt p dxdy = S NX
Q
where ^ is to be determined from
A^ = 0 ^
an = 0
throughout TO,
at E (2.56)
0..
z
with the deviant thermodynamic equilibrium condition at the
free boundary furnishing the last link between, n, e,
n t + gradh • grad* - ii = 0, at z	 h0 + h ,
(6F 01 ) y
	
M 10R '0. ) y + e f (t+z)pdT — ff Yntt p dxdy +
T O
	Q
Cr[	 Kan dxdy +	 6K 9(h-h 0 dxdylff By	 f
	
Dy
Q	 Q
00	 •0
OF 01 ) z 	M1 OK 0 ) z	 f y p d ,r -
TO
a ff 6K dxdy
Q
rf (h-h 0 ) ntt p dxdy -
Q
(2.58)
(bN01 ) x je + OR O ) y f (t+z)pdT --(6R-0
	 f y pdT -
T
	 TO
 0
..	 .0
^ t + ^ ,6 + (6R 0 ) Yy 
+ ( a+g) 'n = 0, at " z = 0 (2.60)
(ar01) Y
 
	
M(6R0 
Y) + e f U+z )PdT - fyntt p dxdy
T O	 Q
(6 F
 01)z	 M 1 UR 0 ) z -- e f y pdT
T O 	 (2.61)
WT
 01 )x = _ J0 + (SRO), f 
(k+z)`pdT - (6R0 ) z	y pdT
T O	 T O
(a+g) ff y n p dxdy - ff ntt p dxdy
Q	 ,Q
where ^ is to be determined from
' ; = 0	 , throughout To, 
s
an -	 ycos(n,z) - (k+z)cos(n,y), at E', 	 (2.62)
-	 y	 0	 , at z	 D8z
if f ( A, +z) pdT	 y _pdT	 0, the system of equations
0	 TO 12(2.59-62) agree (except for notation) with l 4 /	 Subse
quently, we shall reduce equations (2.53 -58)
 to a form
suitable for digital implementation similar to / 1 /13,
12
These equations form the basis for a- so-called yaw 1, .iane
model.
13
The equations in / 4 / form the basis for the current
MSFC Slosh Program."
4
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2.4 Pole of Liquid Motion
While the perturbation equations of motion of a vehicle
with liquid can be written in different foams, the contri-
bution of the liquid to the overall system motion is generally
	
t
governed by (2.8), (2.17), (2,18), (2.22) and (2 . 34). Indeed,	 t
the simplified flight conditions already given point this
	
iy
out very well.
In general, it is impossible to compute the coefficients
required in (2.18), (2.22) and (2.34) without first determining
the reference liquid-vapor interface h(x,y), constant h0 and
the Stokes potential 	 l4	 In principle,, h(x,y) can be
determined from the solution of (2.8) subject to the contact
angle condition (2.9).	 -Constant h0 can be obtained by ob-
:.
serving that the volume of liquid is constant. 	 With h and h0
.
known, T can be found from the differential system (2.17).
Thus,	 (2.8) and (2.17) characterize the role of the liquid
in the reference state of motion,
Clearly, the contribution of the liquid to the deviant
I
motion of the vehicle is characterized by (2.18), (2.22) and
(2.34).	 Now,	 (2.18) is an inhomogeneous Neumann problem, so
teat in principle, ^ can be expressed in terms of n t via an
3
integral operator.	 Subsequent substitution of this expression
in (2.22) furnishes us with an integro-differential equation;
14
Moreover,, the inertial properties of the system depend on
h, ho, and
- f
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.for the determination of n in terms of 6;a and bR
r
O ^' S •
With ^ and n known, the forces and moments resulting from
the action of the deviant liquid motion on the cavity walls
can be found from (2.34),
3.	 PLANAR MOTION OF LAUNCH VEHICLE (SMALL SURFACE TENSION)
In many significant applications, the surface tension
is small compared with the effective mass forces 15 . Using
this assumption, we now develop a method for determining the
contributions of the liquid motion to the overall planar
motion of a launch vehicle. We will cast the equations in a
form suitable for digital implementation similar to / l
3.1
	
Basic Equations
Now, for planar motion of a launch vehicle, the role of
the liquid is characterized by (2.53,54) and (2.56-58)," which,
without loss of generality, we rrewrite
ha.^g K( h ) = 0,	 at z = h	 h0
	 (3.1)
0,	 throughout TO
r - r ^	 {
av~'	
ycos(v` ,z) - ( k+z)cos(v ' Y)s at E,	 (3.2)
8 z - grad q, • g^^adh = y + (Q+h-h 6) y	 at z = h	 h
J5
dw and SR may be expressed in terms of the Lagraangian
coordinates of the body.
16
High Bond -number conditions
7
l
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k
A^	 0,	 throughout TO a
a^
	
0,	 at E (,3)
n + grads-gradh ^ - 0, at z = h ht	 8z	 4
1	
+ n +
	
v	 SK = - + Cafe+(SR) y+(SR ) hja+g ^;	 ^ a+g	 ,^+g	 fr	 p y	 p z
at z	 h	 h 0	(3. 4 )
F
(SF01)y	 Ml(6R0)y + 8
	 (Z+z)pdT -	 yntt p dxdy +ff
4	
T h^	
Q
C
	 K a-n dxdy + 	6 K 1 dxdy a	 (3.5)y 	 yQ	 Q
OF 01)z= - MlURO 
z	
eypdT	 (h-h0) ntt p dxdy
^s f ff
T0
a	 S K dxdy
Q
UN01 ) x 	- Je q. (6R 0) y f (Z+z)pdT	 ('RO) z 
f 
ypdT
T O	 o
(a + >> _	 Y n p dxdy	 n.	 p dxdyx ^t
Q	 Q
aCK(Q+h-h0 )--n dxdy +	 SK'Cy+(Z+h-h0
	
dxdy]
Q	 Q	 y
Here `v is the inward normal to the wall
To find solutions of (3.1 -4)
 , we employ boundary layer`
and perturbation methods.similar to / 2 /, wherein the
Ieigenoscillations of a fluid subject to smP,11 surface tension
in a vessel were determined. Indeed, the results of / 2 /
are fundamental, and we use them as a springboard for attacking
our problem.
3.2
	 Reference Sha2e of Free Surface Accordin - to / 2 /.
Following / 2 /, we introduce the dimensionless parameter
, a— / ( R ^(d:-+-g7 ) )	 (3.6)
where R is the characteristic linear e4imension of the vessel;
the parameter e (z I/B o where B 0 is the Bond number) is
assumed to be small. Equation (3.3.) now becomes
h + R 2 C 2 K(h) = 0.	 (3.7)
The boundary condition for this equation (the angle of contact
between the wal"Ll and the free surface) is specified on contour
I 
r , which 'is not in general known, in advance. Wli th v=c=O, the
solution. has I.-he f orm h=0, while r Q transforms into the plane
contour r along which the z=O plane intersects the wall (Fig. 6).
We make the assumption that, for contour r 0 is
close to r, while the solution of (3.1) differs markedly
from zero in a narrow region close to rolp
Let us introduce curvilinear orthogonal coordinates
n,s in the xy plane where n is the distance along the normal
from the given point A to contour r, and s is the arc length
of r from the point taken as origin on the normal passing
through A. Observe that coordinates n,s are not uniquely
determined for points whose distance from r is of the order
of its radius of curvature, and h(n,$) need not be single
valued. Nevertheless, we will employ coordinates n,s, since
this simplifies the analysis, does not affect the final
results and enables us to parallel 2
	 We assume that
contour r has no angular points and that its radius of curva-
ture is everywhere much greater than e. With these assumptions)
the coordinates n,s are determined uniquely in the narrow
region Qt of the xy plane adj acent to r and of width e
Thus, with the boundary layer method, we perform the
extensions h=eH, n--eu, s=s. Because the edge angle is finite,
we have on the boundary contour h ,=H • 1. Moreover, we have
in Q, u — s — R. We assume that H(u,$) and all its derivativese
are finite (of order O(l)). in Q . 0 	 Hence, we have in
h — eR,	 h 
	
1 0n' hso.%_
(3.8)
h	 (RO h	 R -1 h	 ER
nn ns ss
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Passing to the variables n,s in (3.1) and observing (3.6),
(3.8) and (an/a.x) 2	*	 (,an/ay) 2 1, we arrive at the equation
x	 ^^
`I
`f
E
1f
2 2h _ + R e hrin
( 1 +h^) 3 2
which holds in Q up to higher order terms. The upper'signe
is taken if -the liquid is below the surface z h-h 3 , and the
lower sign if it is above the surface z = h-h 0 . No derivatives
with respect to s occur in (3.9), so -that we can write its
first integral immediately.,
h2	 R2 e2
2:	 2 1
	
^. c	 (3.10)
(1+h) 2	 1n 
Remote, from contour F, hn+0 , h< < e , and we have to take the
upper sign in (3.10), because the liquid lies below the free
surface. Thus, we have, to higher order terms, c1 R2 C 2
At points where the free surface is vertical and the sign
(3.9)
changes in (3.10), we have hn =	 h'	 = Re	 ^ .
i
2	 2With cl = R e	 we solve (3.1-0) for hn,
a
h4R2 e 2-h2i 1 y s	 .
n	 h2 2R22-
For any possible combinations of angles of inclination of the
wall and angles of contact, it can be shown that for.
h <Re _ , h and hn have opposite signs, while for
}1 h j<>Re _ their signs are the sabre. 	 -This determines the
f
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.,,	 A
wool ON
can
a
1T,_'y	 u,T	 ^
s
	 the choice of the upper sign in the above formula for all
r
	 possibilities,
h	 h 4]7e2-h2	 (3.11
n ^h2-2R`C2
Observe that, by (3.11) 5
 jh(,<2Rp. Integrating (3.11) we get
1
n - c	 LFR2 2- 2	 Re	 l	 -- (h/2RE) 2e h	 LN	 (3.12)
1 + M1-(h/2Re)2
The section of the free surface z=^=h(x,y)-h0 by the
vertical z,n plane is shown 'in Fig. 7
	 Here, n is the inward
normal to plane contour r in the -z= 0plane, _ is the inward
normal to the wall, and the angle P between them is the angle
a
^r
p:
From an inspection of Fig. 7 and substitution of (3.13) into
(3.10), we find h on the wall (at point P)
cos(y+a)
ail+sin y+R
where the sign of h is determined from the sign of cos(y+P).
Moreover, pointse of the wall satisfy n
	 -z tan$ close to P.
that is ,
n = n1
 = (h 0 -h1 tan$ .	 ..	 ( 3 .15)
l
L
Y
Substituting (3.14,15) in (3.12), we find the constant
R e 2 cos (y + a)
	
--^--C
	 h0 -	 tang + Re 2Ll+sin y( M
1+sin y+ ^:	 1
Ij
iz
R	 LN 1 ITS in y+a	 2
a 1 +	 1+s n y( +0U7
Us ing,f. 3 . ]2)	 for —	
.grY	 R and arguing 	 in I 2 / it can be shown
that function h and its derivatives at finite distances froma
she wall can be estimated a
h---Re e-k/E' k = 0(1)>05
hX., hy^ e -k , 5 -hxX--- hyy,_..hxy .	 e-k e (Re)	 1	 ,
so that we can take h=0 outside Q E
 with an error less than any
power of e.
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We find h 0 from the condition of incompressibility,
namely,
ff(h-h0) dxdy = c	 Qh0 = ffh dxdy + c.	 (3.16)
Q	 Q
On the other hand, if we denote by S the area in -the zn plane,
F
_	 bounded by the wall, the free surface and the straight line
z - -h0 (Pig. 7) , we have
Qh0 
fS 
(s)
 dS.
r
To find S, it is more convenient to integrate with respect to
z, because h(n) need not be single-valued, while n(h) of
(3.12) is single-valued,
1
-h 0	 h1
S =
	 Cn(h)-(--ztans)ldz =	 n(h)dh + `2 tan(hl-2hlh0)
_hp
	
fo
°I
,a.	
1
n1h1 -	 dh + 2°- tan(h -2h1h0)
0	
^.
upon integrating by parts. Applying (3.15), (3.11) and (3.14)0
h	 ^	
F
t 1	 2	
1 h 2 -2R 2 e 2	 1	 2	 l	 2 2 2:S - - 2 tan h.1
	
	d  =
	 2 tan hl + ^ hl 4R ^ -hl	 }
04R2 62 h
R2e2 (cosy-sino)/cosh
so that
1
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i
sky,^`, •.	 ^	 s^ztra¢^ r;° 	 _-^
Qh = P2E2cosy(s)-sin3(s) dS
0	 f coso s
P
(3.17)
which accounts for the dependence of the angle of contact and
of the slope of the wall on the point of the wall.
Finally, we transform SK by passing to the variables
n,s, using (3.1) and (3.8) and omitting small terms of higher
order in e,
6K	 (1+h ) - 3/2 [an +,h ,411 (n n 2 -2n n n +n' n 2 )] +
n,	 n X.x Y 	 xYX Y YYx
3(1 +h 2	h hn (nxnX+n n )R-2E-2
Y Y
(3.18)
.'i
;y
rw 1
where Q is the Laplace operator in the xy plane, and the
partial derivatives n  n  are the direction cosines of the
inward normal n to r, drawn from point A(x,y), with respect
to the coordinate axes. Outside QE, allowing for choice of
sign, (3.18) gives_ 6 
^ '4	 3.3	 Ei enoscillation Accordin to ,r 2g	
_.._.
We now consider -the eigenoscilla.tions of a liquid in a
Y
vessel subject to the following additional assumptions }f
3
(1) the vessel wall close to the free surface is vertical, 	 {
s
i.e., =1 , 0=0 close to contour P; with this assumption, h is
a single-valued function of x,y and the liquid is everywhere
f	 below the free surface; (2) the angle of contact is constant:i
Y	 const`.; (3) ah/;as	 0, i.e., h = h(n) everywhere close to
F; with this assumption, r
0
 is a plane contour, and its
5 t5
4
^ 1, 	 w
^r	 '
projection on the xy plane is the same as r. The last
assumption holds e.g. if: (a.) the wall close to r is a
circular cylinder (in this case the vessel does not even.
need to be rotationally symmetric), (b) the wall close to
r is a plane, (c) y = 7r/2 whatever the vessel. In most
significant applications dealing with liquid motions in
rotationally symmetric tanks of launch vehicles, the above
assumptions hold.
With these assumptions, (2.32) on P
.0 can be simplified
.greatly. To be sure, for points of the dynamic free surface
(Tt-gradh-grade) --n
cosy	 on r,
Vl *r adh + grad n ) 2
where the gradient is taken with respect to variables x,y.
I
Recalling that h = h(n), we can write
h 
n 
- r; 
n
cosy on F
1+ (h + Tj
n
) 2+12
n	 S
However, -h (1+h 2 -1/2 cosy by virtue of the conditions for
n	 n
the reference free surface.	 Thus, in the linear approximation
with respect to n. we get ^n/@n = 0 on r as indicated in (2.33
I
The free vibration problem -is governed by (3.3) and (3.10
with (6—R 0	 =	 (6R 0 )Y'	 z =	 0.) that is
A^ =	 0 throughout To
=	 0 at E (3.19)3V
.56
00.1110J."
n.t + grads • gradh	 a z ,:0
	
at z = h -- h0
a+g ^ t + n + Re 6K = 0
	
at z = h -- h0	 (3.20)
In addition, we have the condition
an
an = 0 5 on r. (3.21)
To solve the eigenoseillation problem, we put 6
e	 wtw-t	 T,(x y , z )	 n	 =	 E 	 N(x,y)
where w is the required eigenfrequency. 	 The functions T,N
satisfy
1
AT = 0	 ,	 throughout T05
(3.2 2)
3
=	 0	 ,	 at	 Z-; t
3vv
s.
_..
iwN + h ,T	 + h T	 - `Y	 =	 0	 at z	 = h - h
..
(3.23)
i
'x x
	
y y	 z	 0' }
}
.w(a.+g)-1T + N + R2e2 6K(N)	 =	 0 5	 at z = h - h 0 (3.24)
^. .
3 
N
-	 =	 0	 on	 r-.3nn	
'
(3.25) =
We wish to find the eigenfrequencies w for which the linear
homogeneous boundary value problem (3.22-25) for T,N has a
non-zero solution, and the characteristic functions T,N
themselves. -
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In the absence of surface tension (e=O, h=h 0 -=O) the
properties of the eigenoscillation problem are well known
3 In this case there is a discrete spectrum of eigen-
frequencies w M (m=1,2, ... ) and corresponding eigenfunctions
T
m
 that form a complete and orthogonal system in the region
bounded by the walls and the z=O plane. We assume, in
anticipation of the solution of (3.3-0 2 that there are no
multiple frequencies. In the region 2 bounded by the walls
and the z=O plane, we have with a=O, instead of (3.22-25).
AT m = 0	 throughout Q,
(3.26)
a T
av m = 0	 at
iwmNm
	
DT /@z = 0 , at z = 0
	 (3.27)
Ythe solution of the disturbed probler, (0-0), close to the
m-th eigenoscillation in the undisturbed case, by the method
of perturbation theory / 2 /, confining ourselves to terms
of the order of 0(e 2 )
W	 W M (I+eX+eP)
CO	
2T m + E (cA k + C B k )'Y' k,
k=l
N = N 
M +
	 (Ea k+e 2 
b k )N ke
k=l
(3.31)
The Laplace equation (3.22 1 ), the condition for T on the walls
(3.22 2 ) and the condition (2.25) on F are now satisfied. We
must carry over conditions (3.23) and (3-24) into the region
Q of the xy plane, substitute (3.31) in them and expand all the
functions in series in the functions N 
m 
of the orthopormalized
system. Upon equating coefficients of like powers of e, we
obtain the required corrections to the frequency 0,p) and -to
the =-i Pnf nn+in Q (A P A b )k) k) R
	 k
Now	 the Fourier coefficients of any function g(x,y)
defined in Q are 6iven by
9k	 9 Nk dxdyff (3.32)
Q
Thus,	 if	 11g1l	 O(E: 2 where the norm is taken in tlle sense ^
of space L 2	 (square summable),	 Ighl =	 Q(c 2 ), and such function
in conditions (3.23) and (3.24) can be omitted. Note that)
because h and h 0 are zero outside Q while	 (3.8) hold outside
4 Q	 (being of oy)de'r 0(0 h
2I	 1	 , 11h
n
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Because the projection of the free surface on the z=O
plane is the same as Q, conditions (3.23) and (3.24) can be
carried vertically into Q. Now, for arty function f(xy,z)
on the free surface z = h-h o , we have
f(X,Y,Z) = f(X,Y,O) + f Z (x,yO) (h-h 0 ) +	 (3-38)
where the norms of omitted *terms are <O(r, 2 ). Transforming T3
TxJ Y 
y 5 
4' Z 
 
in accordance with (3.33), employing (3.18) and
T	 Y -T , condition (3.23) and (3.24) become
ZZ	 xx yy,
(3.34)iwN-V	 h 0 AT-hAT-grad)i . e grad'Y-bgradh o gradT E PZ
2 2T+N	 h Y + R e AN	 hTa+g
	 a+g 0 Z	 a+g	 ZI
(3.35)
3hh
DN
1+h 2
ant
P
n
wherein terms with norm O(e 2 ) are discarded, and operators A.
^^ grad are -taken with respect to x)y.
s
Since the walls are	 from'locally' vertical, we obtain f
(3.27) 5 (3.28) 5 (3.29) and (3.31) for contour r
DT
m
—
aN	 9 T
m	 z
= — = 
m
— -
3 T9N	 Z	 ^T 0	 (3.36)ri an an	 an T	 an	 an
The derivatives of (3.36) are NO in Q C	 and, therefore, the
2last term in P
2
of (3.35) is of order ein Q	 and zero outside
E 
so that it can be neglected without loss of accuracy.
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Likewise, since h S :- O, h n -..-1 in Q r. in the present case, we
conclude that gradh-gradT Z	 in Q. , with the result that
the last term in P1
 of 0.34) can be omitted. The remaining
terms in P1 and P2 have norms O(e 2 ); in particular h 0 ---e 2 0
Hence, when substituting expansions (3-31) in P1 1 P21 we need
only substitute the principal terms N=N M , T= IP M) W=W M	 If we
express Y M and Y mz in terms of NM by means of (3.27) and (3.28),
we get
P =
	
	 [h ANM_ div(hgradN.1)in]W 
2	 2	 (3.37)
2 2
	
W M
	
W
P = R C AN	
__ h N + — h N2	 m 719 0 M a+mg	 M
To compute -the Fourier coefficients of P 1 and P 2 from
(3.32). we note that,, from'(3.36),
f Nk MAN dxdy	 m(gradN o gradN ) dxdyf	 ff	 'k
Q	 Q	 (3.38)
Nk
Mdiv(hgrad%) dxdy	 ffh(gradNOgr d'11aff	 dxdy
Q	 Q
ry	
The integration over Q of functions which are non-zero
only in Q
E:	
rreduces to integration ove n from 0 to w (h de-
LF creases rapidly as now ) and to integration over the arc s of
P. The fUnC 4*ions N
m 
and grad Nm oan be replaced here without
loss of accuracy by their values on r. Note that, for Q=O,
we have from the equation preceding (3-17),
CO
h do	 s	 R 2 E2 cosy	 (3.39)
fo
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with (3.38), (3. 3 9) and ( 3.3 0) we obtain the required Fourier
coeff icients of P^ , P2 from (3.38)
iCa+ )Plk	 wm	 ah0 ff (gradNm-gradNk )dxdy  + R 22 cosy 
Mm
 aN
as 2s 
k dS
L	 Q	 r
0-40)
w
2
P2 k = _R2e2	 (gradNm.gradNk)dxdy - e++ —
 h 0 6mk +^h
Q2
m R 2 E2 cos y NmNk dS
g
where h 0 is given by (3.17) for 8=0, y=const.,
.. 
R2e2h0 - Q -ds cosy	 (3.41)
r
Because the Fourier coefficients Plk and P 2 of the right-hand
sides of (3.3 4) and ( 3.35) are a(E 2 ), a homogeneous system of
equations, which is satisfied by the zero solv,tion, is obtained
for the terms of order E in expansions (3.31) 17 	 Hence
-	
X=Ak k=a =0 for all k in (3.31)
Using (3.27) and (3.28) , we transform expansions (3.31)
in the region Q,
CO
w- w (1+ e 2 u)	 4` = N +i(a+ )E2	
B k N
m	 m	 wk k
it
_.	
(3.42)
_N Nm+ E 2	 bkNk	 T Z = i wmNm+ .	
k_
E 2	 WkBkNk
_
17 I^ other words, because the dis-turbance is of the order of
E , the corrections to the eigenfregquencies and eigen--
functions are also of this order.
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for k m, and
iw c 2 b ic 2 w b	 PM ,	 k k	 lk' w
m c 
2 B + C 2 b	 P
k	 k	 k	 2k
(3.44)
Substituting (3.42) into the left-hand sides of (3.34) and
(3.35) and equating the Fourier coefficients of the left
and right-hand sides of these equations, we get the algebraic
expressions
iw 
m 
e 
2 b m + ie 2 Pw 
TIR - 
iw 
m 
e 
2 B m = P Im
( 3.43)
e 
2	
c 
2 B + e 2 b = P
m	 2m
for kYm. System (3-43) and (3-44) yield
62P	 ip lm_OjmP2m
	
s2(B)-bm = 
ip 
lm-'m P 2m
_2w 
m	
m	 2w m
UP +Oj P )
	
iw P + W 2 P2 B	 wk lk m 2k— c 2 b	 m lk k 2kk	 2 2	 k	 2 2
(3.45)
e 2 $ _k^'m	 (z__,! 	 h
o	
(.gradN • gradN
	 dxdy
k wk_ wm wm 
E
	
aN	 w
2 s
(ate 
xF
	
2e2 
cos 
	
k dS - -m
	
W2	 Y
f aNm
as a s 	 a+g 0 mkin a;
R 2 e 2 (gradN
rn
 gradN ) dxdy
k	 r
Q	
4
2 y
	
+ ^i+h-- R
2 e 2 cosy	 N N dS	 (3.46)
	
a+g	 m k
r
2
	
e2bk 
_ _ 2k 2	 (a2g) h0	 ( Nk) dxdy
_	
wk-.wm	
wk 	 Q
..	 ali D 	 w2
	
(a+g) 
R 2 E 2 cos	
m	 k dS	 _m h
	
2	 as as	 a+g 0 smk
	
wk	 r
- 
R 2 e 2 ff( gradN_  • gradN.,,) dxdy
t4^ z Q/	 d_S)	 Caa r^r
 
la)' d S 	(3.4)8)
 
Wm	 P	 r
Equation (3.48) is the correction to the m.--th eigenfrequency.
We now have the mathematical and physical preliminaries
necessary to solve (3. -4).
3.4 Solution of the Non-Autonomous Equations
In light of the preceding results, we seek the solution
of (3.3) and (3 . 4) close to the undisturbed case (7= E =0), by
the method of perturbation theory, again confining ourselves
to terms of the order of O(e2), 	 gi
lr.^
=l
i
CO
=l
Ewl(l-^ • e ^i)	 l	 J	 Jj
q
F, 3a. J
al
(3.49)
n = V a	 IN.. (t) 	 + E 2 V h.. N.
	
i
2
bij 
- --	 Sij
	
#3
wi-wj
,y
(3.54)
with
b ..
2
2	 ^. 	 RR ff (gradN i.-gradN j )  dxdy - a g Rcos^y ( R dS) d i j .-Q	 r
(a+g) 2 (.L^
w 2 w 2 	 Q
^	 r
2	 @N. 9N.
(g •radNi • gradNj ) dxdy + R (a2;2i ^ dS
 as as
Q	 wwJ r
NN j dS
rr (3.53.)
..w,	
i a^	 i ^.1 with wi rep:,aced by w .3 F
u i	 2 Oii
which follows from (3.46-48).
We subject the functions N i + <e
2
 E b. i N. to the
	
j _ l 3	 3
normalization condition
00	 00
ffI	 _
x
Ni + ^2	 bkiNk Nj+e2 ra bP, N Z dxdy
Q	 k=l	 Q=l
6. -H e 2 R2 (6 i ' -l)
	
(gradNi • gradN ) d.xdy
;	 Q
i
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{
, n. "	 w	 ecru_ M.:3/ Y	 P
ki
3E
it
E which, in light of (3. 3 0) , gives
rr
i	 b••	 -	 0
(3.52.)
b..	 + b ..	 -	 R	 ( radN.. •	 radN •	 dxdYg	 gff
to 'terms of the order of O (e ) .
	
Note that (3-52	 can be
^ 	 deduced equally well from (3.50 2 ) and (3.51).	 The eigen-	 4'
a
functions w
	
and functions Y'i, 
Ni 
of the undisturbed problem
	 {
`	 (a=e=0) may be determined from (3.26-29) 	 or equivalently
from
AT 	 = 0	 , throughout TO}
`I  
B i	 r
a,
(3.53)
azi + wiNi	 0	 ,	 at S 0 ,	 i.e*, at z=0,
^!T
..	 w i (a+g)	 T	 +N	 05_	 ,,	 at	 S,	 I
,^	
z
and will be -assumed known.	 r
With (3.49), the Laplace equation (3.31), the condition
_	 for * on the walls (3,3 2 ) and the condition ' a n/an = 0 on P
A	 ,,`	 are satisfied.	 Continuing, we carry over conditions (3.3 3 )
and (3.4) into the region Q of the xy plane.
	
Transforming
^x ,	 q)y ,	 ^ Z 5 -^ t ,	 in accordance with (3.33), using	 (3-18)
 and V'
	 ^'-^'	 , condition	 (3.33)	 and	 (3.4) becomezz	 x iYY
6
Wow
..	 T,..a+t"_°-:'.t'^Hg'S13.r °"°w^^,^-3'_.^—+iii---^
	
^•' 	
.	 r .	 .	
^^	 sut.^	 ..	 „,.,.,^.	 a!°	 "iili!^"`-'	 _	 _
nt-^ z+gradh , grad^-^ (h-ho) Aq)4-hgradh • gr^ d^ z = 0
32zh	 ,.
a+ ( *t
+(h-h O ) ^zt )+n—R2e2An+	 2 n+(h-^ho)^;;z)0g	 1+h2	 g
(9.54)
+ yOR0) y + h(61Ta) Z
 a
at z=0, wherein terms with norm 0(E 2 ) are discarded, and
operators A. grad are taken with respect to x,y. Using
(3.53), we transform expansions (3.49) Lin  the region Q
00	 00B..t	
^- 
2	 Ni+(a+g)e2	 w7i N.
q
W
	 w	
(l-E p . )N.+(a4 • g) ,
	
N.	 1
^_	 j	 3i=1
	 1
3: 
v
z`
	
i
-
	
---- w iN1+E 2
	w j B j iN j	 (3.55)
 E Fi;l W. (2.+e Ili)
j-
f .
0 q.( t )	 2 t
f (J. 	 "Pi)N +c	 wjBjiNj
3 3
f	 jf
2
rt =	 q(t) N1+^	 bjiNj
=l	 j-1
3
With (3.55), equation (3.54 1 ) is satisfied identically (to	 {}
terms of the order of Q(£ 2 )). Substituting (3.55) into the
left-hand side of (8.54 2 , applying the method of Galerkin, i.e.,
u
&8
.....
	
..
,.,..	 ..:.	 +tea
'It
taking the inner product of the left- and right-hand sides
of the equation with respect to Ni , and neglactine terms
>0,(e 2 ), we arrive at the system of second order ordinary
differential equations
2
2 
00	 2	 Wiq +2qi )+e	 (A	 jqj ) = - —i	 ji	 + 0	 (^^,,+(h-bo ' ^* Z )N dxdyE	 j q+ Wj B'	 ff	 ij=l	 Q
(3.56)
2
	
+ C i (67	 1y	 dq(6R )ZI0 	 0
for the determination of the generalized coordinates q.I) where
2	 2
A	 i	
—	
+ I I i R 2 cosy	 N N dS	 i^jij	 W 2 W o ij	 a+gi-
2 cosy	 )
	
(1	 2	
ON 
1 2fdS f(gradNi dxdyR	 f	 ds +2	 QWi	 I -T
	 Q	 r
2Wi R 2 
cosy	 NZ dS	 dS	 i=j	 0.57)a+g	 Q f
r
and
^*( X s Y) z )	 ^. ( x )YPJ)+(h-h0)^ Z (x,y,A) + . .. ... , at Z=0.
To complete the ooefficient of 6 in the right-hand side of
(3.56), we must find the solution of system (3.2)a
To this end, we introduce the transformation
(3.58)Y ( Z+Z ) +
into (3.21 , gett ing'
4l'.;	 0	 , -throughout r C ,
a 4),.
8 v ,- " 2ycos(7,z), at Z, (3.5`1)
x - gradh • grads ;:	 2y , at z=h-^h0
In the absence of surface tension (Q=e-O), (3.59) reduces to
the system
A^ *
 = 0 , throughout,: Q,
a
a ^Cos(v,Z), at	 (3.60)A
Z = 2Y5 at S V i.E. ,_-at z=0._
Carrying over condition (3.59 3 ) into the region Q of the xy
s
plane, we obtain'
^ Z-2y '= (h-h 0 )A^ * +(gr,adh • grad^ ), at z-0, 	 (3.61)
^y
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wherein terms with norm O(e 2 ) are neglected, and, as before,
operators A, grad are taken with respect to x,y. We seek
the solution of (3,59 1 ), (3.59 2 ) and (3-61) close to (3.60),
restricting ourselves to terms of the order of O(e 2 ))
	
I
2
 Qr
4 a y
W. T
where a i
 is to be determined.
(3.62)
With (3.62), •the Laplace equa-
tion (3.59 1 )  and the condition for ^* on the walls (8-592)
are satisfied. Using the properties of the eigenoscillation
problem (3.53) ) we transform (3.62) in the region Q
2	
00
E 2 N i
i=l Wi (3.63)
2	
CO
z	
z + e	 ai Ni	 ( V*z	 2y).
S bstituti o (3.63) into O	 w.Cal not i n g (3 60 )	 e 11 rl3
tii 
2	 2 2
E: a	 R e cos' y	 fd S
	 (rdN	 dga i -gra ^ dxdy	 (ISQ ff
T	 Q	 r (3.64)
Transforming (8.58) in accordance with (3.33), we get
^* (X ^ y 5 z )	 ^*(X)Y)O)+(h-h 0)^*Z(X'Y'0) ......
0 )+4)*(x5y)O)+(h-h 0 )* *z (x 5 y 5 O)+-40v 1
so -that, from (3.63),
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si
r
r.
^s
1
iN
^„+(h-h
	
Y(h-h )+(,:r-Qy)•#'s2 `	 a, N
	 (3.65)
	
!	 2	 a, a.
to terms of the order of Q (e 2 ) . Substituting (3.65) into
the right-hand side of (3.56), noting (3.64), discarding
terms >Q (e2), we get
(qi+ Wigi )+e	 (Ai q^+WiBijgj)
	
- .^.	
(a +E•b )04•c1(^^0)y+
J
,=j
-
e2d a,.O 0 )	 ,	 (3.66)
where
ai
	(C#.-R,y)N. dxdy,
	 c
A	 V"e^i
..	 a,	 i
	 ffy Ni dxdy
Q
	
Q
a .,. a z1.
b^	 aZ X2 cosy( Q
 d_S)
	
(grad N. • grad^ 4 ) dxdy 	 dS
a.	 r	 4	 r
+ R2 cosy	 y Ni ds	 (^' dS)	 y N, dxdy	 (3. 67)
The solution of the non-autonomous equations (3.3) and
(3.4) can be completed by so7 1,g the system of differential
equations (3.66)
	 Again,, obs. , . ve that the corrections ob-
tained here are proportional. to E: , i.e.,  to a	 Clearly, we
must solve- for the q, ' s to the same degree of accuracy. For
example, consider the solution of the qi's for a limiting
condition of interest, namely -that of a prismatic cylinder
filled to a constant depth H with y=7r/2. Here, the E gen--
functions Ni satisfy the boundary value problem:/ 3
72
r
r^
ANA.+kiN. 	 0,	 in Q,
•
li,
?B n
	
0 !
	
on
r '
where ki
 is connected with the frequency by i
W	 k (a+g) tanh k	 I. (3.69)
f:
The normalization condit3".on (3. 30) and (3.68 1 ) gives the
addita opal result
( gradNi
 • gradN) dxdy 2=	
k z.	 j ' (3.70)
Q ^t
Using (3.7 0), expression ( 3.66) with y= w/2 assumes the form
2w
..
ql
+w	 (,+e2R2k'a2'.)gj	 ^- a 4+c	 (SRS) (3.71)g _	 y
Notice that the effective frequencies of this system are
z
W 	 1+e 2 R 2 k? = w i (]. + 2 e 2 R20) + ,term>0(e^) r.'r
that this	 agreement with Benjamin and Ur e
	
a, s
	 ^. s	 in a 	 ^.	 ^ a.   	 s	 ^^.	 / 6 / and
/ 3 / .	 To simplify the problem, consider the steady state
i Wtsolut ion of (3.71) with 0 -	 0 3 e	 ,	 (. R	 = 0,y
t'
j
s,
tot	 2
• 	 wt	 00ai	 w2w	 00a,i w2 w 1_	
2
w	
2 2
R k
I
;
e	 jqi
	 a+g	 (w2_w2)+w2R20 2	 a g	 w - w
E
2	 2(w.,_w	 ) >`
+ terms >O(e
	
) (3.72)
On the other hand, using the method of perturbation theory to
.k
solve
	
(3.71"', close to the undisturbed solution (c=0) ,
i
f
qi	 qi +	 2g	 ' (3.73)
i
we get
2
..	 w •	 ....2
qw •q•	 -	 -.	 +	 a	 AJ.g
C,	
+ 2 9,	 _	 R2k29•
which yield solutions
0 0ai w 2 wi 	iwt	 6 0a/i	 w iW2	 2. 2 iwt i
_	 ,.	 -9i	
a+g	 w22 e'
	
ag	 (w2 w2)2 kR
	
e
(3.74)
! Substituting (3.74) into (3.73), we get exactly the results
of (3.72)	 (with terms >O(E 2 ), di scarded) as .we should. Sub-
sequently, we will employ (3.73) to find solutions of (3.66).
IJ
74
1
t	 e6V	 ./h	 _x
IWe now express the forces and moment resulting from the
action of the liquid motion on the cavity walls (3.5) in
terms of w j, N i) ^' ► , y '
 qi' qi, parameters of the cavity,
and properties of the liquid, confining ourselves, as before,
to terms of the order of O( e 2 } . First, consider the pertur-
bation force (,6701 ) y
 in (3.5 1 ) . The coefficient of 6 in this
expression can be determined in the following manner:
	
{	 2	 2
	
C = p	 ( k +z)dT	 p	 az (k z) pdr	 -- p	 (k2z)- cos(v,z) dS
Tp	 T^	 E+S0
2
( ^' +z) cos(v,z)dS + p	 k2P	 /2 dxdy +
	
1.	
Q 
	 eF
e
	
ry	 p	 CQ(h-h0)+ h 2/2	 h h 0 dxdy	 _
2
P
	 2	 cos ( v ,z)dS + kpffh dxdy -- ph o k	 dyd +y _y
E+S^	 Q
7
terms >0(E2)
CO j,
	
P	 ( k+z)d,T + kp	 dS	 hdn - kh O pQ + terms~ >0(e2)
J G	 I'	 O	 iI
, (3.75)
75
pf (Z+Z)dT + Ap ER 2 c 2 cosy f dS -- hoQJ + terms >O(e261	 r
p f (k+z)dT = M 1 k + p	 zdT.
n
I Clearly,
Y 11 t t dxdy = p	 ((:r:. 2 cei)qi
Q
where:
200	 00	 w
e	 E bji c j	 E 2 2 ^ji cjj	 j=l Wi—W, i
i^j
co r w	 ff	 I .
00
p Ca+g) e 2cosy E f  qi ('L')
i-1
where
aN.
^'^^ = R2cos^y	
ay
as 
 a s^ dS
r
(3.77)
Finally
a
?^^ h
ffSK ah dxdy a	 —An + 3 h n h an dxdy.ffay 	 2 ?, 1+h 2 	n ayQ	 Q 
v	 An 'nn dSdh + terms >O(e2)
yr fo
Cr h	 An aan dS >O(e 2 )	 0 .
I, y
Substituting the above formulae in (3.5 1 ) , we get
CO	
2	 2OF O1 y	 7.) = - M (SR 0 y) +c8--p ^ C(c ^..+Ee^.^. )q ^. 	,;^, i.+(a+g)Efq•a^ 	 ^
i=1	 (3.73)
Working to the same order of accuracy, we can show_
f	
}'
(h--h ) nt	 dxdy =	 n	 dS	 h do	 R 2 e 2 cos^r	 r^ t 1: dSa	 0 tt	 ttQ	 r	 r
COE2	 di qi
1
t
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_-	 •	 -	 -
a ff 6 K dxdy > o( e 2 ) = o
Q
PydT--D+E 2F
TO
J	 A 4 eB^
mac.
QffK(k+h-h o ) -a.n dxdy	 p(a+g)E2`^'fiql,9y
	
^--/
	
Q	 j =l
r
C ff 6K Cy+(k+h-ho) ' h l dxdy w p(a+g)e	 hi ql,y	 r
j x
ff x(x,y^h-h0)ntt dxdy =	 Ca +E Cb i+g i )J ql,
A
f	 where
•i	 [
dl	 R 2 eos ryN dS,'
r
..;. co .,	 ,.
i^j
2	
^Ni
	(3.79)h. = R	 aY dxdy,	 s
d	
3,Q ff
	
_	 2	 2 ^. cos v Z) dS+ d ^c 2^1-tiA	 ^	 Cy (Q Z) ]dT -: 4Q_ fY2
	p	 YV^.,	 ,
7	 E+SO t
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B 2p	 a1 w..	 Y4`icos(v,z) d S + a.	 y Ni dxdy +
 
2 ff
pR2cosy	 ,y2dS	 C='	 d S)	 y2 dxdyQ ff '
f
D P fy d T
E	 pR 2 cosy	 Y dS	 (l dS)	 dxdQr fj y
r
so that equation ( 3 .5 2 ) becomes
2'
	
002f	 OF01)Z =	 M1 OR0)z -- (D+e E)Q .. p	 E di qi,	 (3.80)
{
while the moment equation (3.5 3 ) assumes the form
h`
(^N01 ) X m - (A+E 2 	F'l*B)6 + c(S	 - (D+r2E)(^R0)Z
t,
r
CO
:..e	 ..
P	 Cai+E2(bi+gi)gi +	 (a+g) Ce
..
i+e2(h,.
..	 ..	 ;.
i^Qfi+e)^qi
(3.81)
We apply the method of perturbation theory to (3. 66)5
(3.77) 9 (3.79) and	 (3:Y80) close to the undisturbed case,
restricting ourselves to terms of the order of O(e2),
qi = qi E2i
_
0Frol)y \N)" 201y + E
	
F 
	 , (3.82 )
.
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e7.	 tK.,.4
-r..+tr^	 y	 ..s-a.7.z^	 - 	 r9:Sl,	 _ a....usa•+.^,-	 ...,^,rs.e.-,_"^'
O'	 U
__
(ST
 01 ) z
	
	
0x' 01 ) I + E2 Fz'
z
01	 01^
N )x +^ Tx ^
with the result that
2
qi + wi qi = - a+g [ a f.	 0 + c fi (S R O )y^
Q
OF01)y M1(fiR0)y + ce - p ^ c i
 qi
(3.83)
u,
(6F0I)z
	
= - M1 (SR O ) z - D©,
(BNOl ) x = - AO + eOK - D(6K	 - p	 ^'`	 Ca qi+(a+g)c q.lu
2
t 2+w i i = -
f1i.	
+w(A*j q j 2	 ^•	 1.	 i.	 .ii Bij q ^) -	 Cb ie+d OR O )
a
+	 Z3',
l j=1
_F	 py
00 00
ci^i-p [eigi+(a.+g)figi],
=1 =1
F	 - Eez -
CO
A E
d:. q
i	 i (3.8 4)
fry
i=1
Tx = - B0 EOR 0 ) z 	 p
CO
Ca	 i+(a+g)cl i f
=l
i
i
- P C(g1+b)qi f•	 /•	 f.+	 (a+g),(ei+h.-Qfi)gi
=1
Using	 (3.81), the free surface displacement (3.49 2 ) becomes
f
80
r
. 4
m ^'	 00
 n	
-	 Naga C'i;>	 +	 Nii(`L-)	 +	 biNjgi(t)	 (3.85)j -.
The system .)f equations (3.83) and the first germ in the right-
z
hand side of (3.85) define the contribution of the liquid
motion to the overall vehicle motion in the absence of surface
tension (6 =e = o) .	 System ( 3.84) attenuated by e	 and the re- y
maining -terms in the right-hand side of 0. 85)  define the ad--
,^ ditional contribution of the :liquid motion to the overall ve-
y
hiclemotion when surface tension and contact angle requirements
b,
r
are taken into account. Notice that the corrections obtained
here are proportional to e 2 , i.e., to a
In some applications, it is convenient to transform the
Stokes potential
	
.. _ 2y( k+z)^,	 (3.86"
where	 satisfies
Ai l , throughout 0,
^r (3.87)
0b 
IRV,	
+ R ?. Cosy	 Y Ni dS - (Qfds) y N dxdyfJ
Q
!!R 
2 
co,Npy [(2 f dS) (2Z	 ^ff 	 dxdy -	 (gradNi•gradi^7,) dxdy)QL Dy	 ff
Q	 Q
D^ l aN i
2A,	
as as 
d S +	 dSf 1Z `3 Y 9 s as
A	 p
CY2+(Z+Z)2 
IdT - 4p	 U+z) 2 dT	 2p	 (k+z)^Y1_Jcos(_Vy) dS.f	 f	 fE+S 0
To find the contribution of the liquid motion to the
overall vehicle motion in an actual problem, we would proceed
as follows:
(1) In -the absence of surface tension (e=O), solve the boundary
value problem (3.53)	 subject to condition (3.30) for the
eigenfrequencies w i and corresponding functions T', Ni;
(2) In the absence of surface tension, solve the system (3.60)
or (3.86) for the Stoke's potential	 or
(3) Determine the coefficients given in (3.51) and (3.64) or
(3.$? 2);
(4) Compute the coefficients called for in (3.82) and (3.83),
namely	 (3.57),	 (3.67),	 (3-75),	 (3.76),,	 (3.77),	 (3079)
iE and/or	 (3.88);
(5) Solve, the system of second order ordinary differential
equations (3.83	 thereby expressing the generalized
coordinates qi in terms of the vehicle state;
8 2
V ^41^Wl ft^  44
ut
(6) Solve *the system of second order ordinary differential
equations (3.84), thereby expressing the generalized
coordinates
	 in terms of the vehicle state (assuming
I
the q i I s to be expressed in terms of the vehicle state).
When attenuated by e 2 ,  the ^ i v s give the correction due
to surface tension and contact angle effects;
(7) ExDress the forces and moment from (3,83 2 ) 5 (3.83 3 ) and
(3.83 4 ), in terms of the state of the vehicle via the
I
q ISO1	 5
4(8) Express the forces and moment from (3.84 2 ) 5 (3.84 3 ) and
(3.84 4 ), in terms of -the state of the vehicle via the
Iq i is and
	 Is;
(9) Substitute the above forces and moment into (3.82) to
obtain the total forces and moment;
(10) Substitute the -total forces and moment thus obtained
into the overall vehicle equations. On the other hand,
we may substitute the quantities called for i (2.55)
directly,,
(11) The free boundary displacement n may be obtained from
(3.85) if desired.
	
3.5	 Rotationally Symmetric Cavities
Let us reduce our theory to the pragmatic case of
rotationally symmetric tanks, such as abound in aerospace
vehicle applications. Naturally, we assume the vessel to
be symmetric about the axis of constant acceleration, the z
axis. In what follows, it is convenient to let
8-3-
S!	 Replace
z-L 	 z
n
L.{. L 0.8 9)
2L,y+L 2
 J^	 ►^ ,
-,
where the new z is now reckoned from the undisturbed center
^{{
	 of gravity of the liquid (e=0) , L is the cistance between the
^1 u
undisturbed center of gravity and the free boundary, and L
a	 is the distance between the center of gravity of -the liquid
(e=0) and an arbitrary point along the vehicle axis (Fig. 8 ),
The new Stokes potential satisfies
a
e^y 1	 0	 throughout Q,
(3.90)
' 1 1 	 2 z
	 4- r L e! ry.- r 1
F. .
2
where
n = fdT
R
and the new Ni is connected with yi by
SYiZ -
	
N2 dxdyL	 i
Q
(3.92)
(3.93)
The new Ti and Ni
 are determined from the boundary value
problem
AT 	 0	 5	 throughout Q,
rt
^.	 I
where
q	
a.,
i +	 Kigi = - 
Ki[aie +ci( SR0)
y
..	
00
OF OI ) y	 Ml OR 0 ) y + M1  O Ml L.^ yicjgi
(bFO i ) G
	Mi(SR0)Z ,	 h.
(SNOl)x	 - Ae + MlL OR^)Y - M,	 yiCaigi+(a+g)c qi a
•
^.	
••	
a 
	 ••	 a+gI +	 K.	 (A..q.-+	 K.B..q.)	 K.b.e
• = l
xt
^f
W	 00
	
{»	
.. . 1	
^.	
1
F	 Ml	 y ic ' i - M 1 '	 y 1C •1qi+ (a+g iqi ,Y	
i=l	 i= l
F Z
 = 0 ,	 (3.97)
TX -	 Be - M l	 i[aii+(a+g)cl]
^	 i=l
co	
,	
.,.
	
..	 .•.	 1
Ml 	 yiC(bi+gi)gi+(a+g)(i+hi-(L+LT)fi)q-il
n
^	 ri=
1
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	 I
K.	 K.+eA i^
 - K}. 
^^C• 
^ 	 R?cosyfNiN^ dS ,	 ig j	 ii
2N•
= KLyRSZ cosy (RfdS)ff(gradNi )2 dxdy - R ( as 1)2 dSZ 1
	
.	 r	 Q	 r
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Yip
x^-- Roosy R N 2 	 RdS - — 	dS)YiQ	 [ f i	 L q f
r	 r
^m.
K	 2R LB	 ff(gradN^ %gradi	 K K	 N dxdy	 i j• 	 I	 ^ij , pyi
Q
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2 
L
, 
ff (gradN) 2
 dxdy	 i=j
Qyj 
Q
a.	 (L-L )b.	 Lhi
aN.L	 2
rb	 Rcosy (11 f( dS)(2L	 dxdy	 L	 (gadN.-grad-.'-'Dy	 Y, d x dviYiKi
	
^'IlllQ	 ff	 ff I
Q	 Q
AADN.	 , a lb"- D N .	 e
•• __ rz
2
	L^T—i dxdy.:hi	 Qy.	 DY
Q
A	
3 
(y 2 *z 2 )dT - 4p	 z 2dT + 2pL 2 	 zylcos(7y) dS + M1L1
 f
_.	 E+Sp ;t
2
B = M 1 
R: 
cosy	 y2dS - ('	 dS)
	
y2dxdy + 2	 Y • R,1	 4
T	 r	 Q	 i.-1
..^	 2	 K . R Y•
SRtyL ff(gradNi -gradNj )dxdy -L - cosy	 Y^ (Qfds)6i Q	
r
-	 LK ^ - (.Q	 dS)	 (gra.dNi • gradN j ) dxdy +
	
SZ^  	 'i i j	
r	 Q
ff
R,L 3 	 1	 9Ni aN.	 y
,,	 S2 (K.K. 	 as a	 dS - .2	NiN dS
 r	 L P
2	 DN.
Q = RL cosy (R dS)(2L	 i dxdy - L2	 (gradN:•grad^) )dxdy)I	 v^y l	 Q	 a y	 1 
r	 QQ
	
2LR	
9N.	 8	 ^N.
a s a sl dS + RL,2	 D s
1 
8 sl dS	 2
w	 r	 r
^ ij = s j with Ki replaced by Kj
Qyibi	 Niy dxdy.	
Q
S2yhi _	 f
L	 Tje Nor dxdy
1 i 89 	 -
fi
IJI
The free boundary displacement may be represented in
the form
+	 e
2 (3.99)
where
00
Niqi
(3.100)
CO 00
N	 (t)	 + BijNjqi(t)
j=j
Finally, the frequency correction is given by the
expression
K-K 1 2
T E:	 Q ii (3.101.)
Thin; concludes the degeneration of our theory to the
case of rotationally symmetric cavities with nearly vertical
walls in the vicinity of the free boundary.
	 All the co-
efficients required in	 (3.95-3.97) and	 (3.99-3..3.01)	 are
expressible by means of (3.98) in terms of,Ki5 Ni' Ti' ^15
angle of contact y, parameters of the tank and properties of
the fluid.	 The Stokes potential
	
is determined from the
system (3.90). while Ki. Ni, Ti are determined from the
solution of boundary value problem (3.94). 	 Again^ observe
that the corrections obtained here are proportional to e 2,
i.e., to l/B 0 	Whenever B 0 	the above equations for
zi
1 0
irotationally symmetric vessels agree with / 4 / (except for
trivial differences in notation). This is significant because
/ 4 / forms the theoretical, basis for a digital computer
routine developed for NASA--MSF(' / 1 / (with B 0 = 00) , wherein
Ni , Y' i , Ki
 and the coefficients called for in (3.96) may be
computed for rotationally symmetric tanks of interest. This
means that we can extend the digital routine to compute the
coefficients required for high Bond number conditions (Bo ^ W)
with minimum additional effort.
4.	 TRANSFORMATION OF ROTATIONALLY SYMMETRIC EQUATIONS TO
A FORM SUITABLE FOR DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION ANALOGOUS
TO / 4 /.
To extend the NASA-MSFC digital computer routine to
include surface tension and contact angle effects, we must
first cast the equations of rotationally symmetric cavities
in the same setting and terminology of / 4 /.
4.1
	 Cylindrical Polar Co ordinates; Change s in Notation ,..,
To this end, we refer, the vessel to cylindrical coordi-
nates defined by
2
x = rcos05
y = rsine , (4,1)
f
i
z	 z
Because the tank is symmetric about the z axis, the undisturbed,
bounds,ry surface of the liquid (with a=0) enclosed by the
cavity is a surface of revolution formed by revolving a curve,
shown as ABC in Fig. '8	 about the z axis. The origin 0 is
located at the undisturbed
j
center of gravity of the liquid.
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The curve A-B is formed by the tank profile, and curve B-C is
formed by -the intersection of the quiescent free boundary
(plane z =L) and a,plane parallel to and including the z axis.
The line AOC is given by the portion of the lane r= 0 , which
is interior to the liquid volume
For cylindrical polar coordinates, the components of
the outward directed normal are
cos(v,x)	 = sin$ cose, "°t
.cos(v,Y). =	 sin$	 sine, (4.2)
cos(v,z)	 = coso,
where 0 is defined by 4
dr
tans =
	
ddz
(4.3) F
on the curve ABC. 	 The element of arc length is
4
dS 2 = dz 2 csc 2 	 = dr` sec t (4.4)
s
To.put our equations in the same setting and terminology, r
of / 4 / , we let
p	 ►l	 Re lace	 ^-i► ql (i(r,z)sine-N ^' i ;x
4) (r,L) sinO -*- Ni x3
T l	 SN01)X T	 (r, z) sine--p► 	 l ,
F2	 OF^O1) ► F3	 ---®► (67 +(Ty i i .
a	 Ow. (a+ fig )-g -D
 e
(4.5)
a 2	 (SRO)z I11	 `=A
Y
v	 St 0	 ---: (S F O1') z
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1qn	 n + B0 ^n
OF OI )y F2 + B Fy
0 (4.6)
4.2 Transformed Equations
With (4.1-5), the equations of rotationally symmetric
cavities can be written
(6F01 )z`' F 3 + B Fz0
l
y
n + L3 Kn n = .r. Kn I; L ( bn -hn ) -Lb ( -D ) +a2bn
r
F3 	Mo.3
w
( 4 . 7)
F2 - - Ma 2 +ML1 (-D)-M
CO
nYbnn
T 1^ = ML- 	 (-D)-M1 2	 11
00
Y n a b`	 +CL(b -h )-L b3 n n	 n	 n	 I n
	
n
n=1
..
n
a 3, K	 _ _ E
L	 n , n	 L., (Ad
	 +
nm m
a 3 K B. 	 _	 K bse (-D)L	 n nm m.	 n n
m-1
Fy
CO
=- M	 Y b	 -n nY n
00
M Ce	 +a f	 J,n	 n n	 i n n
T'
x
-	 -	 B(.-D)
	
- '1`M
	 E Y	 a b n	 i a +CL(b n n
	
n-h	 -L. b-n	 1 n ]a n
n=1
CO	
*
	 a.	 ..
n	 n,	 n	 n
^.^
3	 n	 n	 l	 n	 n
n=1
F Z -	 0
Y	 y
where the eigenvalues and functions satisfy the boundary
value problem
a 
2 (P 
n
a CD 
n	
a 2 On
ar
+	
ar	
r 
n 
+ 0	 (interior to ABCOA)2	 r	 2
,f 94) n	 Kn
az	 Ln	
(along BC)
t
	
n
	 cosh	 n = 0sins	
az	 (along AB)
and the Stokes potential is determined from
a 2T 1 
	  DT 1	 1	 a 2T1
ax^ 2 
+ 
r Dr	 2 T 1 +	 0'	 (interior to ABCOA)
	
aY' 1
	
a 
Y 1 - 2zsins	 coso — -	 sino,
ar	 az	 L 2
The coefficients called for in (4.8) are
I
(on ABC) .
(4-9)
(4.10)
^I! I
K
3iTa K
A	 n
nm	 K -Km
—
nm 
+ n V	 cos y
vy	 nm n^m,
1 "
n n
7Ta'
2
'j	- (2-r
K a
nV	 )Cosy +
2
era L
2	 cosy,	 n=m..,
vy 
n 
K 
n
nn nn	 L vin
	
nn
(4.11)
B	 n +
2ira L T	 n#m
nm	 K --K nm vy	 nm
n	 m n
2 
L7ra
vy nn n=m,
n
94,
Lt
ti
P-t
l
3	 ^	 2 vy
	
b c	 ita
_____.. (. ip (.a L)Y' (a L) - 20 )Cosy+ '-a i (4J (a,L)	 --n b )cosy
n vynKn n'	 I '	 n 
	 vy
n 
n	 ira 3 	 n
CO
.•.
	
en 	 E Bnmbm
M.1
nom
	
..	 2
	
fn	
r	
^n(a,L)cosy,
n
F
}
CO
gn 
_	
21 Bnm 
CL(bm •hm)-L1bm
M=l
n9m
h = T a 	 (a,L)
n
k*	 faL 40 (.a.,L)Y (.a,L)-2pn) (bn +1 hn)Co sy
yn
5
7T aa M 
2v 
cosy + 2 E yn ,n
n-.
r
e.
nm f	 ar	 DrC#
ynm	
(n(a, L)4^m(a)L)
B 9^n (r,L) "1(r,L)	 n (r5L)Y1(r,L)_p n -	 ar	 ar	 *	 r2	 r dr.C
l
The eigenfrequencies Kn , eigenfunetions ( n , Stokes
potential T, and the coefficients
B
bn 	 T	 r ^'n (r , L) drYn fc , 
B
hn K2vfAzr n (r,z) d2 ,	 (4.13)
n Yn 
B
Yn - 71	 fr[4J n ft, ,L)j 2 dr' ,
To find the corrections Oue to surface tension and con-
tact angle effects, we must compute the additional matrices
and vectors in (4.11) which are expressible by means of (4.12)
and (4.13). However, an examination of (4.11-13) and the
digital computer program / I / shows that (4.11) can be formed
readily if T ni and p n are known. The computer program, there-
fore, was extended to compute these parameters and the result-
ing matrices and vectors in (4.11). 	 In addition, provision
for computing the frequency correction
(4.14)TB—O
was made.	 The procedure and program are described in	 8
With the scalars, vectors and matrices in (4.11-13) known,
the Igeneral i zed coordinatesA n can be expressed, in prin-' n'
ciple, in terms of the vehicle state a 2 , D via solutions of
(4.7) and (4.8).	 The forces and moments, in turn, can be
expressed completely in terms of the vehicle state via (4.7 2 j
(4.73),(4.8 2 (4.8	 and finally (4.6 Z -6 3 ). 
	
The resulting
expressions then can be substituted into the overall, equations I
of motion of the vehicle.
4.3	 Parameters for a Cylindrical Tank
For a circular cylindrical tank with notation given in
Fig.	 9	 we find
n(r,z)	 cosh X	 (z+d) J	 (Ar)n	 n
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E	 CC-1>n- .^; C.nfrr /h)cos(nw /h)(z+d)T 1 ( r , z)	 ...7 	 (.L-d )r +	 _	 k
L	 (nfr/h) 1 (mTa/h)
K  = LX  tank X  h
Yn = 2h 1 -^	 [cosh A n h J 1 ( Ana) j2
A a
n
cosh A
n
 h J1(a
na
)
ynbn	
ahA2
n
F
i
- 2^ra	 (coshanh-1)vy Knhn	J1(A na) L s ink A n h -	 a---	 (4.15)
	
. n	 n
i
T	 vyn ^ 2
	 a)2Ch)Y d-	 -nm L
	 n mn	 n	 L n mn	 ;{
-
vyn 2	 2 h
	
j
Pzl	 L^ a n hr,
	
(Ana) 
-
C L )Y nhn 1 {
i
y
=11	 2	 a4(L+d)	 3 3 2	 a(L-d )(L2-d2)
P
- vL	 (L +d ) a	 + 2 ^a1 = ^r	 4	 -	 ---'^ 2
	
+	 ^
00
	
4	 L' (-1)n-1]2I1(n7Ta/h)
h n=l (n7T/h) 5 I (s`<).ra/h)
where
X--- roots of J 1 ( na) = 0,	 s
J 1
 Il - Bessel functions of the first and second kinds,;
of order one,
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(4.1 6)
h = L + d
In particular, if y , w/2,  we have
bn = en = fn 	g  = a
3
Yin vy cosh ? n  JI( xna)
n
Snm Tnm -	 (,xna)26mn
Anm
Bnm	 ^ ana)28mn
Equations ( 1+.15) and (4.16) may be used to check out the
digital computer program.
CONCLUSIONS
Using fundamentals from classical mechanics and hydro-
dynamics, the complete equations of motion of aerospace
vehicles with partially liquid-filled cavities are derived
herein. Also, the motions of the liqvids in the tanks and
their contributions to the overall vehicl.e motion are defined.
The fundamental equations are specialized to a reference
state of motion in the form of constant linear accelerations
and angular velocities.
	 Then, the vehicle is slightly dis-
turb.-Irl from the known reference state motion and the resulting
small motion of deviation obtained.
	 Moreover, the small
motions of deviation of the liquids in the tanks and their
contributions to the ove,, ,,all perturbation vehicle motion are
defined.	 Several simplified but significant flight conditions
are considered.
Assuming that the surface tension is small in comparison
with the effective mass forces, a method for determining the
behavior
. of liquids enclosed in tanks are developed , for a
launch vehicle undergoing planar motion.
	 The approach is
based on boundary layer and perturbation theory
	 2	 and
constitutes a first order correction of the so-called "high-g'
theory (B	 Then, the equations are specialized to0
rotationally symmetric tanks, whei,,ein ' the axis of symmetry
coincides with the vehicle acceleration vector.' Finally, the
equations describing the behavior of liquids in rotationally
^{
t
symmetric vessels (including s u r f ",I c,^'^ t e n,9 i o n and contact angle,
ij
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effects) are cast in a form suitable for digital implemen-
tationanalogous to
This document is the theoretical basis of companion
report UR-00010, Volume Z25 which describes the digital com-
puter routine used to obtain the liquid parameters for
sloshing; in rotationally symmetric tanks, under moderate
to high Bond number conditions (B0 = 10	 at any given,
contact angle.
r
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